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ABSTRACT 

 

 Geometric abnormalities of the human hip joint, as found in femoroacetabular 

impingement (FAI) and acetabular dysplasia, alter hip biomechanics and may be the 

primary causes of osteoarthritis in young adults. However, empirical evidence of direct 

correlations between abnormal geometry, altered biomechanics, and osteoarthritis is 

scarce. Also, clinical measures used to diagnose FAI and dysplasia still have substantial 

limitations, including questions about their reliability, assumptions about hip joint 

geometry and their ability to definitively distinguish pathologic from normal hips. The 

goals of this dissertation are twofold.  First, a set of tools are presented and applied to 

quantify three-dimensional (3D) anatomical differences between hips with FAI and 

control subjects.  The 3D tools were developed, validated and applied to patients with a 

subtype of FAI, called cam FAI, to improve basic understanding of the spectrum of FAI 

deformities, and to provide meaningful new metrics of morphology that are relatable to 

current diagnostic methods and translate easily for clinical use. The second goal of this 

dissertation is to improve our understanding of intra-articular hip contact mechanics as 

well as hip joint kinematics and muscle forces. To do so, a finite element study of intra-

articular cartilage contact mechanics was completed with a cohort of live human subjects, 

using a validated modeling protocol.  Finally, musculoskeletal modeling was used with 

gait data from healthy subjects and acetabular dysplasia patients to provide preliminary 

estimates of hip joint kinematics, kinetics, and muscle forces and compare differences 



between the groups.  The translational methods of this dissertation utilized techniques 

from orthopaedics, computer science, physical therapy, mechanics, and medical imaging.  

Results from this dissertation offer new insight into the complex pathomechanics and 

pathomorphology of FAI and acetabular dysplasia.  Application and extension of the 

work of this dissertation has the potential to help establish links between FAI and 

dysplasia with osteoarthritis and to improve patient care.    
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Motivation 

A healthy hip allows efficient movement during activities of daily living and can 

endure for a lifetime.  However, mechanical disruption at any stage of life can impede 

normal hip function and cause premature degeneration of the intra-articular tissues 

required for pain free motion and proper load distribution.  Specifically, alteration of the 

hip’s mechanical environment due to traumatic injury, increase in body mass, genetic 

disposition (e.g., weakness of bone or cartilage), or geometric abnormalities (i.e., a 

morphologically abnormal hip), or a combination of these factors, can initiate and 

propagate the disease, osteoarthritis (OA).1,2 

OA is the most common degenerative disease of the hip, and the most prevalent 

of all forms of arthritis.  Besides pain and disability, OA presents a large financial burden 

to patients and healthcare organizations, accounting for 85% of all arthritis related costs 

in the US at a cost of more than $64 billion per year.3,4   

While commonly thought of as a disease of the elderly, OA can develop in 

younger adults. It is generally believed that abnormal bony geometry alters the hip’s 

mechanical environment and predisposes younger individuals to early OA.  Acetabular 

dysplasia (also known as developmental dysplasia of the hip or dysplasia) and 
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femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) are two diseases primarily characterized by altered 

hip geometry and may be the primary causes of early hip OA.5-10  Subtle cases of these 

diseases that remain undiagnosed may also be major contributors to hip degeneration 

later in life.6 Although usually distinct, acetabular dysplasia and FAI are each 

characterized by a misshapen femoral head or acetabulum, which may detrimentally alter 

loading within the hip.  Abnormal loads are thought to cause tears and excessive wear of 

the acetabular labrum and articular cartilage.5,11-13 

Total joint replacement is the mainstay treatment for OA, but is undesirable in 

younger adults and adolescents because of consequential restrictions to activity and the 

need for implant revision earlier in life.  Accordingly, hip joint preserving surgeries have 

been proposed for young adults with FAI and dysplasia to delay initiation or curb 

propagation of OA and prolong the lifetime of the natural hip.11,14-16  The goal of such 

surgeries is to reshape, reorient, and/or repair joint anatomy to relieve pain, improve 

range of motion, and curtail soft tissue damage.   

It is thought that early diagnosis and intervention in cases of dysplasia and FAI 

offers the best chance for preservation surgery success.  However, many patients do not 

receive immediate treatment.17  Delayed treatment may be due to initial misdiagnosis or 

concomitant complications that mask symptoms.15,17  In response to the need for better 

and earlier treatment, there has been a dramatic increase in clinical and basic-science 

research attention in recent years on the topics of FAI and dysplasia.  For example, a 

search of “femoroacetabular impingement” on the Pubmed.gov data base resulted in a 

single manuscript from the years 1950 to 2000, compared to over 630 from 2000 to 2012.  

Unfortunately, clinical measures used to diagnose FAI and dysplasia still have substantial 
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limitations, including questions about their reliability, assumptions about hip joint 

geometry and their ability to definitively distinguish pathologic from normal hips.18-23   

Most diagnostic measures are based on radiographic, CT or MR images.24-26 Thus, 

measures of hip morphology are primarily two-dimensional (2D).  However, 2D 

measurements cannot fully characterize the three-dimensional (3D) nature or the 

spectrum of complex bony deformities with which FAI and dysplasia patients present.  

Although recent research has produced a number of 3D techniques to visualize pathologic 

hip morphology, much of what has been presented is qualitative, complicated, and does 

not produce data that translate well for clinical interpretation.27-30   

Also, many questions remain regarding the mechanics of dysplastic and FAI hips. 

For example, few empirical data of intra-articular mechanics in FAI or dysplastic hip 

exist to support the suspected links between altered morphology, altered mechanics, and 

development of hip OA.  As a result, deductions about abnormal shape, mechanics and 

damage come largely from intra-operative observations, theoretical models of bony 

impingement, and simplified mechanical models that either treat the hip as a perfect ball 

and socket or as a 2D analytical problem.5,27,31,32  Further, an increasing number of 

follow-up and prevalence studies are demonstrating that radiographic evidence of FAI or 

dysplasia does not reliably predict symptoms and development of OA.20,33-37   

Thus, quantitative descriptions of hip joint morphology must be developed to 

better distinguish healthy from pathologic hips, and our understanding of hip joint 

mechanics in both healthy and pathologic subjects must be improved. 
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1.2 Research Goals 

The goals of this dissertation were twofold.  First, a set of tools are presented and 

applied to quantify anatomical differences between hips with FAI and control subjects.  

The second goal of this dissertation is to improve our understanding of intra-articular 

contact mechanics as well as joint kinematics and muscle forces in healthy and dysplastic 

hips.   

The osseous anatomy is a major focus when diagnosing and treating FAI, and is 

commonly measured using 2D radiographs.  In Chapters 3 through 5, 3D tools are 

developed, validated, and applied to patients with a subtype of FAI, called cam FAI.  The 

objective of Chapters 3 through 5 was to improve basic understanding of the spectrum of 

cam FAI deformities, and to provide meaningful new metrics of morphology that are 

relatable to current diagnostic methods and that translate easily for clinical use. 

 Clinical evidence suggests that the altered anatomy of FAI and dysplasia leads to 

altered mechanics, and initiation of OA.  However, there is still much to be learned about 

intra-articular mechanics even within healthy joints.  In this dissertation, two studies were 

completed to further our understanding of hip joint mechanics in healthy and pathologic 

conditions.  The study described in Chapter 6 provides estimations of cartilage contact 

stresses in healthy joints using a validated finite element (FE) modeling protocol.  

Chapter 7 demonstrates the feasibility of using musculoskeletal models to estimate hip 

joint kinematics and muscle forces in healthy subjects and patients with acetabular 

dysplasia.  
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1.3 Summary of Chapters 

There are 8 chapters in this dissertation. Chapter 2 provides background 

information to contextualize the research.  Chapter 2 cannot feasibly discuss all studies 

related to hip morphology and mechanics, but it does seek to provide readers with 

sufficient information to appreciate the importance of the hip joint, the body of work 

committed to the study of the hip, and the need for the work completed in this 

dissertation.  Specifically, hip anatomy, development, and function are described.  

Relevant prior work and the current state of the art with respect to the characterization of 

hip joint morphology and mechanics are discussed and metrics used to diagnose FAI, 

especially cam FAI, and acetabular dysplasia are outlined.  

Chapters 3 through 7 represent work completed between 2008 and 2013 to meet the 

research goals stated above.  Chapters 3 through 6 are reproductions of manuscripts that 

have been accepted or are under review in orthopaedic and biomedical engineering 

journals.  Chapter 3 was reprinted with kind permission from Springer Science+Business 

Media B.V. Chapter 6 was reprinted with permission from John Wiley and Sons 

Publishing.  Permission was not necessary to reprint the remaining manuscripts.  Chapter 

7 describes a study that is in preparation for submission.  Chapter 8 discusses the general 

impact of this dissertation and describes planned and potential future extensions of the 

tools and results from Chapters 3 through 7. 

 The following paragraphs provide a short description of the motivation for, and 

objectives of, Chapters 3 through 7. 

The hip joint is often idealized as a perfect ball and socket.  However, both the 

acetabulum and the femoral head have been shown to have some level of asphericity (i.e., 
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deviation from a perfect sphere).38-40  In Chapter 3, subject-specific 3D femur models are 

used to quantify the amount of deviation from idealized geometries (e.g., spheres and 

rotational conchoids) that may be expected in control femurs and patients with cam FAI.  

The study offers a novel, objective measurement technique that describes femoral head 

morphology better than 2D radiographs or single CT and MR image slices.  The study 

also provides information about where and how large deviations from ideal shapes are on 

a subject-specific basis.  Chapter 3 is in press with the Annals of Biomedical Engineering. 

While techniques which capture 3D morphology provide a more complete 

characterization of hip morphology, 2D clinical measures taken from x-rays or radial 

CT/MR images are likely to remain a primary clinical detection tool for cam FAI.  In 

Chapter 4 the objective 3D measures of femoral asphericity presented in Chapter 3, are 

extended to the clinic.  Specifically, 3D measures of asphericity are correlated with the 

most popular radiographic measure of cam FAI – the alpha angle.41  Despite the alpha 

angle’s popularity, there is considerable debate about the correct radiographic or radial 

CT/MR view of the femur from which it should be measured.21,42-44  Results from 

Chapter 4 demonstrate the strength of each alpha angle measurement for describing true 

femoral head asphericity.  Chapter 4 is in review with the journal, Radiology. 

Chapters 3 and 4 provide information about the magnitude and location of osseous 

deformities when compared to idealized geometry.  However, these measurements cannot 

directly characterize the degree to which cam FAI patients differ in anatomical shape 

from normal femurs.  In Chapter 5, statistical shape modeling (SSM) is applied to normal 

and cam FAI femurs to facilitate direct quantitative and qualitative comparisons of femur 

anatomy between patients with cam FAI and controls. A major advantage of SSM over 
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other 3D techniques is that SSM makes no assumptions about femoral shape.  

Accordingly, Chapter 5 provides the first objectively determined average femur shapes 

from control and cam FAI groups, as well as information about shape variation within the 

groups, which can serve to better characterize the spectrum of bony deformities with 

which FAI patients present.  With future development, SSM may be used to generate pre- 

or intraoperative rubrics to guide resection of cam deformities.  SSM applied to FAI also 

has the potential to elucidate additional morphologic features of cam FAI that cannot be 

easily determined by human visual inspection or measurements of 3D asphericity alone. 

The study reported in Chapter 5 has been accepted pending minor revisions in the 

Journal of Orthopaedic Research. 

As mentioned, little quantitative data exist to characterize in vivo cartilage 

mechanics in normal or pathomorphologic hips. The lack of reliable data with respect to 

cartilage mechanics may come from the difficulty in developing models that include 

subject-specific joint morphology or represent tissue behavior that agrees with in vitro 

experimental data.  Prior to the start of this dissertation, extensive work was completed 

by Anderson et al. to develop and validate a model that accurately incorporated the 

osseous and cartilaginous geometry, and as a result, provided excellent predictions of 

cartilage contact stresses.45-49  In Chapter 6 the methods of Anderson et al. were refined 

and applied, for the first time, to a cohort of live human subjects who have anatomically 

normal appearing hips. Chapters 3 through 5 illustrated the importance of morphologic 

differences between healthy and pathologic hips. Chapter 6 demonstrates how 

morphologic differences, even among healthy subjects, result in highly individualized 

cartilage contact stress patterns.  Results from the study, besides illustrating important 
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characteristics of the normal hip joint, have served as a foundation for subsequent 

investigations of contact stresses in hips with acetabular dysplasia. Chapter 6 was 

featured as the cover article in the July 2012 issue of the Journal of Orthopaedic 

Research. 

Much of the focus when diagnosing and treating FAI and dysplasia has been upon 

the geometry of the articulating surfaces (i.e., the bone and cartilage of the femoral head 

and acetabulum).  However, FAI and dysplasia are complex pathomechanical diseases 

that likely involve mechanical alterations to not only the articulating area of the hip joint 

but also the ligaments of the hip capsule and the musculature surrounding the hip.  It is 

possible that patients with FAI and dysplasia alter muscle-driven motions of the hip to 

reduce pain or compensate for feelings of instability.  The final study of this dissertation 

involves modeling of the musculature of the lower limbs in healthy subjects and 

dysplasia patients.  The objectives of this study were to assess the feasibility of using an 

available musculoskeletal model to estimate muscle and joint forces at the hip and to 

compare hip joint kinematics and muscle forces between healthy control subjects and 

those with acetabular dysplasia.  The study demonstrates the feasibility of using 

musculoskeletal models to compare whole joint mechanics between healthy controls and 

patients with pathologic hips, and provides preliminary data about possible muscular 

differences between such groups.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

BACKGROUND 

 

2.1 The Human Hip Joint: Anatomy and Function 

  The human hip is a diarthroidal joint formed at the interface of the proximal head 

of the femur and the acetabulum, or socket, of the pelvis (Fig. 2.1).  The hip connects the 

upper and lower halves of the body and serves as the largest weight bearing joint of the 

body, regularly experiencing loads 2.5 to 5 times bodyweight.1-3  Articulation at the hip 

facilitates a variety of movement patterns, including flexion and extension, abduction and 

adduction, medial and lateral rotation, and circumduction. Power generated at the hip 

joint through coordinated muscular contractions facilitates complicated yet energy-

efficient motion.4  

The subsections below provide cursory descriptions of hip joint anatomy and 

physiology, each of which could be the focus of large bodies of research.  In light of the 

work reported in this dissertation, the intent of each subsection is to highlight important 

attributes of the hip that relate to its geometry and function. 

      

2.1.1 Pelvis and Femur Bones 

The pelvis is comprised of two halves, which are each formed through the fusion 

of three bones – the ischium, pubis, and ilium. During early development these three 
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bones converge within the acetabulum to form the triradiate cartilage.  The chondro-

osseous relationships at the triradiate cartilage allow for integrated acetabular growth 

concurrent with formation and growth of the femoral head.5,6 Closure, or ossification, of 

the triradiate cartilage occurs during puberty with full fusion by 18 years old.7,8  The 

articulating surface of the acetabulum is horseshoe shaped and concave to allow cupping 

of the femoral head.5,9  Proper formation, expansion, and eventual fusion of the triradiate 

cartilage are all necessary to ensure a congruent joint interface, appropriate coverage of 

the femoral head, and overall hip joint stability.5,10  

Away from the hip joint itself, each hemipelvis forms stabilizing relationships 

with the opposing hemipelvis at the pubic symphysis joint, and with the sacrum at the 

sacroiliac joint. The fibro-cartilaginous pubic symphysis joint forms between the anterior 

pubis of each hemipelvis.  The pubic symphysis is nonsynovial and amphiarthroidal, 

allowing only slight movement during normal physiological motion.11  The sacroiliac 

joint, between the lateral sacrum and the posterior medial ilium, facilitates transverse 

motion (i.e., nodding or nutation) between the pelvis and the sacrum, but motion is 

limited due to the stabilizing effect of a series of ligaments surrounding the joint and 

connecting the pelvis and sacrum. 

The femur is the longest bone in the body, extending from the hip joint 

proximally to the knee joint distally.  The rounded head of the femur interfaces with the 

acetabulum, forming the ball-and-socket connection that facilitates a large rotational 

range of motion in healthy hips. Properly developed, the femoral head can rotate to 

approximately 120° flexion, 25° extension, 45° abduction, 25° adduction, 15° internal 

rotation, and 35° external rotation.12,13  Distal to the femoral head, the femoral neck 
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extends infero-laterally and bridges the head to the femoral diaphysis (i.e., shaft).  Bony 

outcroppings in the superior portion of the femoral shaft, known as the greater and lesser 

trochanters, are the attachment sites of tendons/muscles and ligaments, which are 

important for stabilization, rotation and abd/adduction of the hip.  Distally, the femur 

ends in rounded condyles that interface with the tibia at the knee joint.   

Development of the proximal femoral head occurs during a series of postnatal 

stages extending into early adulthood.  Proper ossification of physeal cartilage in the 

head, neck and greater trochanter allows the femur to articulate properly within the 

acetabulum and muscle paths to be directed correctly to produce normal, efficient 

movement of the hip.6  The internal architecture of the femoral head, including trabecular 

and subchondral bone, allows distribution of physiological loads.14,15   Disruption of 

femoral bone development can detrimentally alter hip biomechanics. For instance, 

slipping of physeal plates in the femoral head can cause misalignment of the upper and 

lower halves of the head and are characteristic of diseases such as slipped capital femoral 

epiphysis (SCFE) and femoroacetabular impingement (FAI), which have both been 

associated with early cartilage degeneration and osteoarthritis.16,17  

 

2.1.2 Articular Cartilage 
 

The femoral head and acetabulum are each covered with hyaline cartilage that, 

assisted by intra-articular synovial fluid, facilitates low-friction rotational movement of 

the hip joint.  Articular cartilage layers in healthy adult hips range in thickness from 1.2 

to 2.3 mm in the acetabulum and 1.0 to 2.5 mm on the femur.     
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Although relatively thin, cartilage is able to distribute large loads during daily 

activities.18  The mechanical properties of articular cartilage result from its unique 

structure and composition. An extracellular matrix, consisting primarily of type II 

collagen and relatively fewer aggregating hydrophilic proteoglycans, provides a highly 

porous but strong base support structure.19,20  The matrix is produced and maintained by 

chondrocytes, the only cell type present in hyaline cartilage.  Compared to other tissues, 

articular cartilage is relatively avascular with chondrocytes occupying only 2% of the 

total cartilage volume in adults (10% of wet weight).20,21  The remaining components are 

interstitial water/electrolytes (~60% - 85% of wet weight) and the extracellular matrix.21  

Because cartilage is largely acellular, avascular and aneural, nutrient delivery is likely 

facilitated via movement of interstitial fluid in and out of the cartilage matrix.22 

Articular cartilage has a highly ordered structure that is often divided into zones 

by depth.    The superficial zone provides the highest tensile properties found in articular 

cartilage and contains thin collagen fibrils running parallel to the articular surface and 

interspersed with elongated, inactive chondrocytes.23 The middle zone is composed of 

more spherical chondrocytes and larger collagen fibrils rich with proteoglycans and 

random orientation.20 Below the middle zone is the deep zone, wherein spheroidal 

chondrocytes and collagen fibrils are oriented in a columnar fashion perpendicular the 

articular surface.24,25  Finally, a layer of partly calcified cartilage exists in which collagen 

fibrils create a mechanical fixation between cartilage and underlying subchondral 

bone.20,24 
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2.1.3 Acetabular Labrum and Hip Joint Capsule 

The acetabular labrum is a fibrocartilaginous structure that spans the length of the 

acetabular rim. At the inferior gap of the horseshoe shaped acetabulum (i.e., at the 

acetabular notch), the labrum becomes contiguous with the transverse acetabular 

ligament.  The labrum can increase the surface area of the acetabulum by up to 27% and 

is thought to assist with load distribution and stabilization of the hip joint.26-28  Although 

unconfirmed, the labrum is also thought to provide a seal around the hip joint that 

increases hydrostatic fluid pressure, thereby facilitating synovial lubrication and resisting 

distraction between opposing layers of cartilage.29,30    

 The ligamentous hip capsule lies outside of the acetabular labrum and connects 

the proximal femur and pelvis. The capsule has a cylindrical sleeve-like shape and inserts 

medially into the acetabular rim and laterally at the base of the femoral neck; insertions 

of the capsule are deeper on the anterior femur than posterior.31,32  The most prominent 

structures of the capsule are the iliofemoral, pubofemoral, and ischiofemoral ligaments, 

which run longitudinally, and the circumferentially oriented zona orbicularis.31  The 

capsule plays an important role in stabilization of the hip by limiting extension, rotation, 

and distraction of the femur.31-33           

 

2.1.4 Surrounding Musculature 

Movement of the hip joint is governed by muscles.   Muscles controlling hip 

motion can be grouped into the gluteal (superficial and deep) region, and the anterior, 

posterior and medial compartments of the thigh.34   
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Superficial gluteal muscles, including the gluteus maximus, gluteus minimus, 

gluteus medius, and tensor fascia latae serve to stabilize the hip and produce extension, 

medial rotation, lateral rotation and abduction of the femur.34  Muscles deep in the gluteal 

region (i.e., deep hip rotator muscles) are the piriformis, superior gemellus, obturator 

internus, inferior gemellus, and quadratus femoris.  These muscles originate at different 

points on the pelvis but share attachments at the greater trochanter, thereby producing 

lateral rotation of the hip.34  

In the anterior compartment of the thigh, iliopsoas (iliacus and psoas major), 

sartorius, and quadriceps (rectus femoris, vastus lateralis, vastus medialis, vastus 

intermedius) serve as the major flexors of the hip.  Muscles of the medial thigh 

compartment are primarily hip adductors and include the pectineus, adductor longus, 

adductor magnus, adductor brevis, gracilis, and obturator externus. Finally, hamstring 

muscles, including semitendinosus, semimembranosus, and biceps femoris (long and 

short heads) make up the posterior thigh and are the major extensors of the hip.  

Contributions from these muscles not only produce rotational movements, but also level 

and stabilize the pelvis during ambulation.35  The rectus femoris and hamstring muscles 

are biarticular, meaning that they span the hip as well as the knee, and make important 

contributions to the rotation and stabilization of each joint. 

   

2.2 Pathologies of the Hip 

Abnormal bony anatomy is suspected to detrimentally alter the mechanical 

environment of the hip by altering both intra-articular contact stresses and muscle forces. 

Osteoarthritis (OA) often ensues if geometric abnormalities go uncorrected.  FAI and 
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acetabular dysplasia are characterized by abnormal development of the acetabulum 

and/or femur and have each been associated with soft-tissue damage in the hip joint and 

early onset of OA.36  The etiology of OA, FAI, and acetabular dysplasia are described in 

detail below.  A general description of clinical diagnostic and intervention strategies each 

is provided.   

 

2.2.1 Osteoarthritis  

OA is symptomatic damage and degeneration of tissues within the hip, especially 

the articular cartilage.  In a healthy state, compressive mechanical loading of the hip is 

important for maintaining joint health and cartilage chondrocyte viability.37-39 When the 

biomechanical environment of the hip is altered, a chemical imbalance of metabolic and 

degradative signals occurs, which is exacerbated through initiation of cytokine cascades 

and the production of inflammatory mediators.40,41  Altered mechanical stresses on 

cartilage have also been shown to increase chondrocyte apoptosis and expression of nitric 

oxide synthase, which further promotes cartilage degeneration by inhibiting collagen and 

proteoglycan synthesis, degrading existing collagen matrix, and enhancing cartilage 

susceptibility to other oxidative injury.40,42-44  

As damage to articular cartilages advances, macroscopic signs of OA become 

clinically apparent.  Early symptoms of OA are stiffness and pain surrounding the joint 

that cause discomfort and reduced range of motion.45  Clinically, diagnosis of early OA 

relies primarily on patient history and physical evaluation, as joint changes may not be 

detectable radiographically.46,47  Experimentally, it has been suggested that cartilage in 

the early stages of OA swells due to increased hydration of the tissue and up-regulation 
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of inflammatory mediators.40,43  Progression of OA in the hip causes increasing pain as 

the cartilage structure degrades, begins to thin, and bony changes begin.  These changes 

become apparent on radiographs as sclerotic changes to the femur and acetabulum, 

osteophyte (i.e., bone spur) formation on the femoral head, and narrowing of the joint 

space (i.e., the radiographic distance between the femoral head and the acetabulum).48,49  

Damage to articular cartilage is difficult to arrest, especially when concomitant with 

damage to the acetabular labrum.14,50   

Severe OA is most often treated with total hip arthroplasty.  However, other 

surgical and nonsurgical techniques are emerging that seek to slow or repair cartilage and 

labrum damage in cases of less advanced OA.24  Nonsurgical techniques vary in nature 

and effectiveness, but randomized controlled studies have shown modest improvement in 

patients that have undergone lifestyle interventions (e.g., aquatic therapy, weight loss, 

acupuncture) and pharmacologic therapy (e.g., nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs).49  

Surgical interventions have also been moderately successful, and include microfracture, 

autologous cartilage transplantation, osteoarticular autograft, fibrin gluing, and partial 

arthroplasty.24,51,52  Because of the difficulty associated with cartilage repair, increasing 

attention is being given to early recognition of OA and precursor diseases like acetabular 

dysplasia and FAI before substantial cartilage damage has occurred.53-55     

         

2.2.2 Acetabular Dysplasia 
 

Acetabular dysplasia is characterized by a shallow acetabulum that fails to 

adequately cover and stabilize the femoral head (Fig. 2.2).56,57 Instability is often 

accompanied with loss of congruency.  The shallow and malformed dysplastic hips are 
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thought to alter joint mechanics and cause degenerative changes to the cartilage and 

labrum. Specifically, contact forces in dysplastic hips are thought to be more localized 

(i.e., smaller contact areas), higher, and directed more lateral than those in healthy hips, 

which may cause overloading and subsequent focal damage to of articular cartilage and 

the acetabular labrum.58   

While often thought of as a pediatric disease, dysplasia is suspected to be the 

underlying cause of primary hip replacements in 30%-50% of patients under 60 years old, 

likely due to subtle, yet potentially damaging, deformities that are undetected during 

pediatric screening.55,59,60  If dysplasia-related bony abnormalities are missed during 

screening, the hip takes one of four courses: it may become normal as development 

proceeds, it may remain intact and relatively stable but retain dysplastic features, it may 

go on to subluxation and only partial contact between the femur and the acetabulum, or it 

may completely dislocate and remain in that state.57,61  

Diagnosis of dysplasia in adults relies primarily upon patient reported pain and 

two-dimensional (2D) radiographic measures. For most patients, pain is insidious, 

becoming progressively worse with time, while others experience acute pain that results 

from traumatic damage to the acetabular labrum.62 Some dysplasia patients experience 

discomfort in the absence of soft-tissue damage, possibly due to alterations of the 

surrounding musculature or conscious effort to maintain normal movement, but with 

abnormal muscle activation and force generation.63 Pain is often felt in the groin or lateral 

aspect of the hip, with concurrent buttock pain and mechanical symptoms such as 

limping, or catching, clicking, popping and locking of the hip.62 
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A number of surgical and nonsurgical interventions have been proposed to 

improve stability, reduce pain, and extend the lifetime of the dysplastic hip.  Patients 

presenting with minimal symptoms and no obvious indication of soft-tissue degeneration 

may be given nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agents and advised to limit or avoid high-

impact activities. Surgical techniques aimed to preserve the hip include arthroscopic 

correction of minor chondro-labral damage, debridement of abnormal bony growths, 

and/or release of the psoas tendon to reduce clicking and locking.64,65 However, 

arthroscopic surgery for severe cases of dysplasia may not be recommended due to an 

increased risk of rapid OA.66,67  Instead, open surgeries, including a number of different 

pelvis osteotomy techniques seek to reorient the acetabulum to improve coverage of the 

femur and stabilize hip.68-70 Follow-up results of such osteotomies have been favorable 

with respect to pain alleviation and joint stability, but whether or not surgical intervention 

restores hip biomechanics to a normal state or consistently delays OA development has 

not been firmly established.67,71  This is, in part, because of the lack of understanding of 

not only dysplastic hip biomechanics, but the mechanics of healthy hips as well. 

 

2.2.3 Femoroacetabular Impingement 

Like dysplasia, FAI is characterized by deformities in the shape of the hip joint.  

Specifically, hips with FAI are thought to have excess bony growths on the femoral head 

and/or the acetabular rim, which cause premature abutment between the proximal femur 

and the acetabulum during hip articulation.53,72  When a bony growth occurs primarily on 

the head and neck of the femur, it is termed “cam FAI.”53  Impingement due to excess 

bone along the rim of the acetabulum is termed “pincer FAI.”53  While cam and pincer 
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FAI can occur in isolation, many patients present with both types of FAI and are termed 

“mixed FAI” cases. 

 While the effects of dysplasia have been documented for over a century, the 

association between FAI and early development of OA was not appreciated until 

recently.53  Although, FAI has long existed before the current understanding of the 

disease was established, impingement cases were anecdotally reported only as residuals 

from childhood diseases such as slipped capital femoral epiphysis (SCFE) or pediatric 

acetabular dysplasia.72,73  It was largely the work of Reinhold Ganz and associates in 

Switzerland that presented the concept of FAI as a mechanical initiator of OA due to 

subtle geometric alterations and malorientation of the hip in the absence of grossly 

obvious childhood disease.36,53  The mechanisms of FAI may differ in predominantly cam 

versus pincer FAI, but each are thought to cause repetitive collisions that damage the 

acetabular labrum and articular cartilage.74   

 In cases of cam FAI the normally concave junction of the femoral head-neck 

junction is flattened or convex, which reduces the range of motion the femur can achieve 

when articulating within the acetabulum (Fig. 2.3).75,76 Instead of rotating freely, the 

deformed femur abuts against the lateral acetabular rim and/or shears into the acetabular 

cavity, causing damage to cartilage on the femoral head, outside-in delamination of the 

acetabular cartilage where it joins the acetabular labrum, and tearing of the labrum.53,74,77-

81  

In cases of pincer FAI the acetabular rim is thought to have excess bone or be 

maloriented such that the acetabulum collides with the femoral neck or lateral head.  

Cases of pincer FAI can be caused by a globally over-covering acetabulum, known as 
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protrusio acetabuli, or focal over-coverage of the anterior femur (a condition often 

associated with a form of dysplasia known as acetabular retroversion).53,72,82-84  Contact 

between the acetabulum and the femur deforms or crushes the labrum; chronically or in 

traumatic collisions the labrum can fray or tear, with subsequent damage to the articular 

cartilage.36,78,84,85   

The etiology of FAI deformities is unknown.  Some cam lesions may truly be 

abnormalities of the capital femoral epiphysis secondary to SCFE, but many lesions 

occur in the absence of abnormal growth plate orientation typical of SCFE.16,17 The cause 

of acetabular over-growth is also poorly understood, but could result from metabolic or 

inflammatory diseases that contribute to remodeling and ossification of the acetabular rim 

and labrum.73 

Physical examinations are the first diagnostic tool when identifying FAI.  FAI 

patients who present in the clinic are often young adults with groin pain that becomes 

progressively worse and is exacerbated with physical activity.79,86,87  In contrast to 

dysplasia patients, FAI patients do not generally have feelings of instability; instead, pain 

and reduced range of motion are the mainstay. Physicians trained to identify FAI will 

perform basic physical examinations to determine pain during hip flexion and internal 

rotation, which have been shown to indicate anterior FAI in upwards of 90% of 

patients.79,86 However, physical examinations cannot isolate the location of geometric 

deformities that may be causing impingement and are insufficient for prescribing an 

appropriate intervention.  Furthermore, many clinical practitioners are still unfamiliar 

with the physical manifestations of FAI and may inadvertently come to an improper 

diagnosis and prescribe ineffective interventions (e.g., hernia surgery).87   
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When surgical intervention is believed warranted for FAI it can be arthroscopic or 

open, depending upon surgeon preference and the anticipated type and severity of 

deformities.  Arthroscopic techniques focus primarily on debridement of anterior 

deformities of the femoral head and debridement or repair of the acetabular rim and 

labrum.88,89  If the surgeon seeks a more complete intraoperative view of the hip joint or 

intends to address FAI deformities that extend to the posterior half of the joint (e.g., 

global pincer FAI, acetabular retroversion), open or limited-open surgery may be 

appropriate.90,91  While many surgeries have successfully improved patient comfort and 

show promising short-term results, inefficient correction of FAI (e.g., inadequate 

debridement of a cam lesion) is still common and results in residual pain and a need for 

additional surgery.92-94   

 

2.3 Measurement of Hip Morphology 

2.3.1 Radiographic Measures  

The most common radiographic measure used to diagnose acetabular dysplasia is 

the lateral center edge angle of Wiberg, which gives an indication of the shallowness of 

the acetabulum (Fig. 2.4).95  Reports of normal ranges for this angle have been debated 

but a lateral center edge angle <20° is most commonly accepted as being indicative of 

dysplasia.96  Other radiographic measures of dysplasia are used to various degrees by 

different clinics and include the acetabular index, extrusion index, acetabular depth ratio, 

and the acetabular angle of Sharp.62,96,97  Unfortunately, there is no consensus as to which 

radiographic measures should be used.  Also, studies suggest that many of these measures 

of dysplasia cannot reliably predict if a patient will develop OA.56,96,98-100  
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Many radiographic measures have been proposed to identify FAI deformities.101,102  

By nature, most radiographic measures are 2D and are obviously limited in their ability to 

describe what are inherently three-dimensional (3D) deformities (Fig. 2.4). As a result, 

there is considerable debate within the literature about the reliability of various 2D views 

and corresponding measures.103-107  Measures of geometry that are derived from 

volumetric image sets (i.e., CT or MRI) have also been proposed.108-110 Unfortunately, 

most such measures are taken on a single image or image plane, which reverts back to a 

2D description.  Furthermore, like measures of dysplasia, radiographic suggestions of 

FAI do not definitively predict soft-tissue damage to the joint or early development of 

OA.111-113  Finally, because of the limitations of traditional 2D diagnostic techniques, 

much surgical decision making (e.g., where and how much to debride a cam deformity) is 

done during surgery itself, which relies largely on intraoperative range of motion testing 

and surgeon experience. Additional empirical evidence and objective data are needed to 

improve our understanding of the mechanical and morphological differences between 

dysplastic, FAI and healthy hips.  These data could provide the definitive evidence 

necessary to directly link FAI and dysplasia with OA as well as identify which factors 

deserve attention for preoperative surgical planning and postoperative assessments of 

treatment efficacy. 

 

2.3.2 Three-dimensional Characterization of Hip Morphology   
   

Recently, there has been an increase in studies that seek to characterize FAI, 

especially cam FAI, in 3D.  Some studies use surface reconstructions of bony hip 

geometry and arbitrary joint angles to theorize where impingement may occur.114-117  A 
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few studies have also proposed new 3D methods for characterizing cam lesion 

morphology.118,119  These studies have made great strides in improving our understanding 

of FAI.  However, crucial limitations still exist, such as assumptions about the ideal 

shape of the femoral head and a lack of techniques that objectively describe bony 

morphology and are also easy to interpret in a clinical setting.114-117,119  For example, 

there currently is not a methodology to objectively isolate the femoral head from the neck 

and identify the 3D location and size of cam-type deformities.  Furthermore, while there 

is an increasing understanding that natural femoral heads do not conform to an ideal 

geometry, 3D quantitative descriptions of deviations from ideal geometries, such as the 

sphere, have not been made available. 

Also, despite their limitations, 2D measurements of radiographs and radial 

CT/MR images continue to be the major diagnostic tools for detection and surgical 

planning of both FAI and dysplasia.  Because radiographs are relatively inexpensive and 

can be quickly obtained, they will continue to have a prominent clinical role.  Thus, in 

addition to the need for new measures to characterize FAI deformities in 3D, it is also 

important to understand how such measures relate to 2D radiographic measures and to 

determine which 2D measures are best able to describe bony hip deformities. 

An area of 3D computational modeling that shows promise for describing FAI is 

statistical shape modeling (SSM).  SSM provides methods for quantitatively describing 

complex geometric variation without any assumption about shape or subjective 

measurements (e.g., radiographic measurements). Relevant to cam FAI, SSM can be used 

to consider the shape of the entire proximal femur, which may be advantageous for 

identifying geometric abnormalities that are subtle or extend beyond the femoral head. 
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Most SSM strategies work by distributing labeled point sets across representative shapes, 

based on anatomic landmarks, finite element meshes or point-to-point minimization of 

distance and entropy.120-123  Regardless of the method, by optimizing and comparing the 

positional configurations of the labeled points, SSM can quantify and visualize geometric 

variation existing within a population. Application of SSM to orthopaedics is still limited 

but has included analyses of tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joints and methods to 

reconstruct femur or pelvis shape from sparse image data.122,124-126 Because many 

orthopaedic diseases involve abnormal or altered geometry, SSM has great potential in 

this field.             

 

2.4 Measurement of Hip Mechanics 

While identification and characterization of abnormal geometry in the hip improves 

the process to diagnose and treat FAI and dysplasia, there is still much to be known about 

how hip geometry affects joint mechanics.  The following sections briefly describe 

experimental and computational research that has been performed to quantify intra-

articular and whole joint (kinematics, kinetics, and muscle forces) hip biomechanics.  In 

accordance with the goals of this dissertation, focus is upon computational modeling of 

cartilage contact mechanics and musculoskeletal modeling of the hip. Because each 

modeling technique draws from extensive prior work in very distinct disciplines, this 

report does not attempt to comprehensively describe the history and development of each.  

For an in-depth study of cartilage contact modeling of the hip, the reader is directed to the 

review article by Henak et al.127  For in depth discussion of common techniques and 
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requirements in musculoskeletal modeling, the reader is directed to reviews by Pandy and 

Andriacchi.4,128       

 

2.4.1 Intra-articular Cartilage Contact Mechanics 

Direct measurement of cartilage contact mechanics can be achieved using in vitro 

or in vivo experimental techniques.  In vitro methods traditionally involve dissection and 

disarticulation of cadaveric joints, followed by placement of pressure sensitive film or 

electronic pressure sensors between articulating surfaces.129-131   The articulating surfaces 

are then loaded to predetermined boundary and loading conditions. Using this approach, 

loading of the hip joint is inherently affected by the type of loading scheme involved and 

the joint may not seat experimentally as it does physiologically. Furthermore, it is 

difficult to quantify contact stress on the entire articulating surface with these techniques, 

and there is a limited range of stresses that can be measured.  In vivo studies of intra-

articular joint mechanics are highly complicated.  They involve implantation of 

instrumented hip prostheses that measure equivalent hip joint reaction forces during 

activities of daily living.1,132,133 Such in vivo measurements can only approximate the true 

cartilage stresses since one joint surface has been replaced with a perfectly shaped metal 

implant.  Also, in vitro and in vivo techniques are inherently invasive, yield data only at 

the measurement area, and have been difficult to visualize for clinical interpretation.   

Computational modeling offers the ability to estimate cartilage mechanics for 

individual joints, and provide estimates for the entire contact interface. Prior 

computational approaches have included the discrete element analysis (DEA) 

technique134-136 and the finite element (FE) method. 137-139  Early computational models of 
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intra-articular hip mechanics were two-dimensional and/or assumed the hip joint to be 

perfectly round and congruent.137 Such assumptions may have been necessary due to 

limitations in the technology at the time.  However, modeling studies persist with the 

spherical hip assumption, and as a result, model estimations of contact stresses do not 

match experimental results and are severely limited in their ability to extract clinically 

relevant data.136,140,141  

Some analysts have used volumetric imaging modalities such as CT to represent 

the subject-specific geometry of the hip.142-144  Unfortunately, models which incorporate 

subject-specific geometry, including bone and cartilage, are relatively rare.  Presumably, 

this is due to the difficulty in creating meshes that accurately capture variations in subject 

geometry and the complexity of multistructure, multimaterial models in contact.  As a 

result, most models of intra-articular contact mechanics that include subject-specific bone 

geometry have primarily been proof of concept or parameter studies. Perhaps most 

critical is the fact that most contact models of the hip lack validation against 

experimentally derived data.145    

Anderson et al. developed a novel finite element (FE) model of the hip that 

incorporated subject-specific bone and cartilage geometry and produced contact stress 

results in good agreement when directly compared to experimental data.146  In the 

validated model of Anderson et al., subject-specific 3D reconstructions of the pelvis and 

proximal femur bone and cartilage were generated from segmentation of CT image data.  

The 3D reconstructions were then used to create finite element meshes of the bone and 

cartilage.  Experiment-based material properties and constitutive models were assigned to 

the meshes to represent the behavior of the different tissues during compressive loading.  
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Finally, the hip joint was loaded using in vivo kinematic and kinetic data and estimations 

of cartilage contact stresses under different loading conditions were calculated using an 

implicit finite element solver.   During development of the model, Anderson et al. 

provided evidence of model quality with respect to segmentation accuracy,147-149 material 

behavior during compressive loading at the rate expected during the simulated 

activities147,150 and mesh element choice and refinement.146  Most importantly, in a 

cadaver model, the protocol produced cartilage contact stress magnitudes and 

distributions that were in agreement with directly measured in vitro contact stresses.146  

The validated model of Anderson et al. served as the framework for the finite element 

modeling of contact stresses in live subjects described in this dissertation. 

 

2.4.2 Whole-joint Mechanics (Kinematics and Kinetics) 

       Altered biomechanics are regarded as the primary initiators of hip OA, so 

attention often focuses on intra-articular abnormalities.  However, FAI and dysplasia are 

complex pathomechanical diseases, with contributions to disease progression also arising 

from the ligaments and muscles responsible for stabilizing and moving the joint. Studies 

addressing muscular changes in FAI and dysplasia patients are scarce but suggest that 

FAI patients may indeed exhibit abnormal muscle activations and forces.63,151,152   In an 

MRI study, Babst et al. found that the iliocapsularis muscle, which runs anterior to the 

hip capsule, was hypertrophied in patients with acetabular dysplasia, suggesting that this 

muscle experiences excessive activation in dysplasia patients to stabilize the joint.63  

Cassertelli et al. used dynamometry and EMG to estimate isometric maximum voluntary 

contraction strength and found hip muscles to be weaker in FAI patients compared to 
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matched controls.152  While these studies suggest alterations to muscle forces in dysplasia 

and FAI patients, estimates of muscles forces for these populations during routine daily 

activities have not been reported.  Furthermore, direct measurement of muscle forces in 

vivo is not currently possible. 

 A few studies have reported kinematics and kinetics, as represented by joint 

angles and moments, in dysplastic and FAI groups.  The majority of such studies have 

focused on changes in gait after corrective surgery for FAI and dysplasia and found a 

return to more normal joint angles postsurgery.116,153-155  Romano et al. reported the 

kinematic and kinetic patterns of patients with varying severity of dysplasia and found 

reduced hip extension for all subjects on the affected leg compared to the contralateral 

leg.156  Other studies have reported that cam FAI patients have reduced sagittal range of 

motion (ROM) and lower hip abduction peaks compared to control subjects.157,158  These 

studies make progress toward establishing relationships between altered hip geometry 

and mechanics.  However, muscular force and activation differences between controls 

and dysplasia or FAI patients are still unknown.   

 

2.4.3 Muscle Force Modeling 

Musculoskeletal modeling allows estimation of muscle forces by coupling 

experimentally gathered in vivo motion data with muscle representations derived from in 

vitro studies of muscle architecture and strength.  Musculoskeletal modeling strategies 

are diverse and an explanation of each is not within the scope of the current dissertation. 

The interested reader is directed to review articles by Pandy et al., which provide details 

of the evolution and much of the theory involved with musculoskeletal modeling.4,128 
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Computational determination of muscle function requires accurate measurements 

of external forces applied to the body, accurate measurements of body motion (e.g., skin 

marker trajectories, joint angles), and knowledge of muscle and joint contact loading.4  

Motion and external force data can be collected using traditional gait analysis equipment 

such as force plates and video-based motion capture from retro-reflective skin markers.  

Motion data may also be collected using newer technology such as dual fluoroscopy, 

which reduces artifact from soft-tissue, but exposes subjects to ionizing radiation.159  

Using the in vivo data, musculoskeletal modeling programs (e.g., AnyBody, OpenSim, 

LifeMOD) incorporate experimental data about muscle behavior (e.g., maximum 

isometric forces, physiological cross-sectional areas, pennation angles, tendon slack 

lengths, muscle activation dynamics) and optimization theory to resolve individual 

muscle and joint contact loading.160-162  Validation of musculoskeletal models is 

challenging.163 Errors from input data, modeling assumptions about anatomy, and 

resolution of indeterminate force problems (i.e., many muscles spanning a single joint) 

can each contribute to errors in final model estimations. In this dissertation, OpenSim 

software was used to demonstrate the feasibility of using musculoskeletal modeling to 

study whole joint and muscle mechanics at the hip.164  Specifically, an OpenSim model 

was modified and then used to calculate joint angles, moments, muscle forces, and joint 

reaction forces at the hip.  Results were compared to in vivo electromyography (EMG) 

data and values from the literature.  The model was then applied to cohorts of healthy 

subjects and acetabular dysplasia patients. The musculoskeletal modeling study 

comprises the final of five studies completed to develop tools and further our 
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understanding of the morphology and mechanics of human hips, for improved diagnosis 

and treatment of FAI and acetabular dysplasia patients.          
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Figure 2.1. Bony anatomy of the hip.  The proximal femur terminates in a ball like head 
that articulates within the acetabulum of the pelvis. 
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Figure 2.2 Bony reconstructions of dysplastic and healthy hips. The shallow acetabulum 
of the dysplastic patient causes reduced coverage of the femoral head. 
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Figure 2.3. Femoral morphology in a cam FAI patient compared to a healthy control.  In 
cam FAI patients, bony abnormalities in the anterior region of the head (arrow) reduce 
the ability of the femur to rotate within the acetabulum.  Collisions between the femoral 
head and the acetabulum in cam FAI hips can damage articular cartilage and the 
acetabular labrum. 
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Figure 2.4.  Two common radiographic measures of acetabular dysplasia and FAI.  The 
lateral center edge angle (θ) is used for patients suspected to have dysplasia and measures 
the lateral coverage of the acetabulum over the femur.  The alpha angle (α) is used to 
measure where a femur deviates from a circle fit to the femoral head and is used to 
diagnose cam FAI.  Radiographic measures are useful for fast clinical screening but 
cannot fully describe the 3D deformities of dysplastic and FAI hips.   

θ α



 

 

CHAPTER 3 

 

THREE-DIMENSIONAL QUANTIFICATION OF FEMORAL 

 HEAD SHAPE IN CONTROLS AND PATIENTS  

WITH CAM-TYPE FEMOROACETABULAR  

IMPINGEMENT1 

 

3.1 Abstract 

An objective measurement technique to quantify 3D femoral head shape was 

developed and applied to normal subjects and patients with cam-type femoroacetabular 

impingement (FAI).  3D reconstructions were made from high-resolution CT images of 

15 cam and 15 control femurs.  Femoral heads were fit to ideal geometries consisting of 

rotational conchoids and spheres. Geometric similarity between native femoral heads and 

ideal shapes was quantified. The maximum distance native femoral heads protruded 

above ideal shapes and the protrusion area were measured.  Conchoids provided a 

significantly better fit to native femoral head geometry than spheres for both groups.  

Cam-type FAI femurs had significantly greater maximum deviations (4.99±0.39 mm and 

4.08±0.37 mm) than controls (2.41±0.31 mm and 1.75±0.30 mm) when fit to spheres or 

1Reprint of article “Three-dimensional quantification of femoral head shape in controls 
and patients with cam-type femoroacetabular impingement,” Ann Biomed Eng. Harris 
MD, Reese SP, Peters CL, Weiss JA, Anderson AE. 2013; DOI: 10.1007/s10439-013-
0762-1 (in press). Reprinted with kind permission from Springer Science + Business 
Media B.V.   
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conchoids, respectively.  The area of native femoral heads protruding above ideal shapes 

was significantly larger in controls when a lower threshold of 0.1 mm (for spheres) and 

0.01 mm (for conchoids) was used to define a protrusion.  The 3D measurement 

technique described herein could supplement measurements of radiographs in the 

diagnosis of cam-type FAI.  Deviations up to 2.5 mm from ideal shapes can be expected 

in normal femurs while deviations of 4 to 5 mm are characteristic of cam-type FAI. 

 

3.2 Introduction 

Femoroacetabular impingement is a recently described disease of the hip that 

involves reduced clearance between the femoral head and acetabulum due to 

morphologic abnormalities of the femur (termed cam FAI), acetabulum (termed pincer 

FAI), or both (termed mixed FAI).1 Cam-type FAI is marked by bony deformities of the 

femoral head epiphysis and/or reduction of head-neck offset.2,3  Cam deformities appear 

most often in the anterosuperior or anterolateral region of the femoral head and may 

cause shearing of hyaline cartilage, labral tears and early onset osteoarthritis (OA) in 

young adults.1,4,5     

Radiographs and physical examinations are the first tools to diagnose cam-type 

FAI.6-8 Physical examinations, involving passive flexion, adduction, and internal rotation 

of the hip, can often replicate pain and demonstrate loss of range of motion in patients 

with cam-type FAI, but cannot localize intra-articular bony abnormalities.8 Standard 

radiographic measurements, such as the alpha angle, provide an estimate of how femoral 

head shape in hips with suspected cam-type FAI deviates from a perfect circle.6,7,9  

However, there is disagreement in the literature regarding the optimal radiographic 
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projection to view cam deformities.10-12 In addition, the reliability of two-dimensional 

(2D) radiographic measurements has been debated.13-15   

Computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance (MR) imaging improve the 

visualization of cam deformities as well as provide a qualitative assessment of the 

biological response of adjacent tissue.16-18  Unfortunately, published CT/MR based 

techniques for measuring cam-type FAI, such as radial MRI or acetabular sector angles, 

still yield only a 2D characterization of femoral head deformities, since measurements are 

made on a single image slice or limited series of slices.10,17,19,20  To this end, patient-

specific 3D reconstructions of femoral head geometry, generated from segmentation of 

volumetric CT or MR images, have been described to quantify femoral head shape.  Most 

often, 3D reconstructions are fit to spheres.21-23  However, there is evidence that even 

healthy femurs are aspherical and that the articulating surfaces of the whole hip joint may 

be more accurately described by rotational ellipsoids or conchoids.24-26     

Currently, there lacks methodology to objectively isolate the femoral head from 

the neck and identify the 3D location and size of cam-type deformities.  Furthermore, 

quantitative descriptions of how 3D femoral head shapes deviate with respect to ideal 

shapes are not available.  Finally, anatomical deviations from ideal shapes that can be 

expected in femoral heads with suspected cam-type FAI compared to normal femurs have 

not been reported. Thus, the purpose of this study was to develop an objective 

measurement technique to quantify and compare 3D femoral head shape between normal 

subjects and cam-type FAI patients.   
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3.3 Patients and Methods 

3.3.1 Subject Selection 

Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval (#10983) was obtained to 

prospectively acquire high-resolution multidetector CT scans of the pelvis and proximal 

femur in 15 patients (14 males, 1 female) with cam-type FAI.  At the time of this study, 

all patients had hip and groin pain during activity, a positive impingement test, and 

radiographic evidence of cam-type FAI.  In addition, all patients received or were 

scheduled for femoral osteochondroplasty and treatment of corresponding chondrolabral 

injury.  Three patients were also treated for mixed FAI with correction to the acetabulum, 

but still had clear radiographic evidence of cam-type FAI.       

CT scans were acquired using a Siemens SOMATOM 128 Definition CT Scanner 

(120 kVp tube voltage, 512 x 512 acquisition matrix, 1.0 mm slice thickness, 0.9 to 1.0 

pitch). The baseline tube current was 250 mAs (CareDose used to minimize radiation 

exposure) and the estimated dose equivalent was 0.969 rem. The field of view covered 

the lateral border of both hips and varied between 300-400 mm across patients.   

Control femurs were retrospectively selected from a collection of dissected and 

CT scanned cadavers (IRB #11755).  Specimens had been screened to exclude those with 

signs of osteoarthritis and gross bony abnormalities.  A cadaveric femur was chosen to 

match each patient by sex, age, weight, height, and body mass index (BMI).  Femurs 

were aligned anatomically and imaged in a GE High Speed CTI Single Slice Helical CT 

scanner (100 kVp tube voltage, 512 x 512 acquisition matrix, 1.0 mm slice thickness, 1.0 

pitch, 100 mAs tube current, 160 mm field of view).27     
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Digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRR) were generated from the CT images to 

measure the alpha angle and head-neck offset of both patients and controls using the 

standing frog-leg lateral view of the femur.28  First, CT image data of only the femur 

were isolated from the complete CT image stack using segmentation masks and a 

Boolean operation within Amira software (v5.3, Visage Imaging, San Diego, CA). The 

femur images were then rotated into the standing frog-leg position (femur flexed 

approximately 35° and externally rotated approximately 60°) and a DRR was generated 

to simulate plain film x-rays (Fig. 3.1).  Alpha angle and head-neck offset were measured 

as described by Notzli et al. and Eijer et al., respectively, and adapted for the frog-leg 

lateral view by Clohisy et al.9,29,30 (Fig. 3.1). 

             

3.3.2 3D Reconstruction 
 

Bone surfaces were semiautomatically segmented from CT image data using 

Amira and validated threshold settings.31,32   To improve resolution of the segmentation 

mask, CT images were up-sampled to 1536×1536, 0.3 mm thickness for patients and 

1024×1024, 0.5 mm for controls.  A sensitivity study found that further up-sampling of 

either control or patient images did not appreciably alter the shape of resulting 3D 

reconstructions.  Reconstructed surfaces were triangulated and segmentation artifacts 

were removed by slightly smoothing surfaces using tools available in Amira. 

The femoral head-neck junction was delineated using a custom Matlab script 

(r2010a; MathWorks, Natick, MA).  First, a contour map of principal curvatures was 

created for the entire femoral surface and points of inflection (curvature = 0) were 

connected circumferentially around the head to define the transition between the head and 
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neck (Fig 3.2a).  Next, a flexible 3D cutting surface was fit to the inflection points (Fig. 

3.2b).  The femoral head was identified as the section of the femur proximal to the cutting 

surface (Fig. 3.2c). 

 

3.3.3 Comparison to Ideal Geometries 
 

Femoral head reconstructions were fit to two ideal geometries: spheres and 

rotational conchoids.33  First, the sphere that best fit the nodal coordinates of the femoral 

head was determined. Next, a spherical surface was created by projecting nodes from the 

native femoral head onto the best-fit sphere.  Likewise, a best-fit conchoid was 

determined and fit for each femoral head according to: 

 

cosr a b θ= + ,     (3.1) 

 

where r is a curve with length measured from the geometric center of the conchoid, θ is 

the angle between r and the polar axis, and a and b are radii extending from the center 

(Fig. 3.3).  The center of the conchoid was defined as the center of the best-fit sphere. 

A custom C++ script measured the distance between nodes on the native femoral 

head and the best-fit geometries; the maximum distance was identified as “maximum 

deviation”, with units of mm.   Fitting errors between the native femoral head and the 

best-fit geometry were calculated as the root-mean-squared distance between nodes on 

the native head and the best-fit geometry. Lower fitting errors indicated a better fit. The 

fovea of the femoral head was visually identified and excluded during sphere/conchoid 

fitting and calculation of maximum deviation. 
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3.3.4 Regionalization of the Femoral Head and Characterization of the Protrusion 

Regional analysis was completed by dividing each femoral head into four regions: 

anterolateral (AL), anteromedial (AM), posterolateral (PL), and posteromedial (PM).  

First, a plane was created based on three points: (1) the geometric center of the head 

when fit to a sphere, (2) the center of the narrowest cross-section of the neck (i.e., the 

average Cartesian coordinates of the surface nodes at the narrowest section of the neck), 

and (3) the circumferential center of the femoral shaft at the superior aspect of the lesser 

trochanter (i.e., the average Cartesian coordinates of surface nodes at a cross section of 

the superior aspect of the lesser trochanter). The first plane was approximately equivalent 

to a coronal slice as it divided the anterior and posterior halves of the femoral head. 

Using direction cosine values from the first plane and the center of the best-fit sphere, a 

second plane was created perpendicular to the first to divide the medial and lateral halves 

of the head.  These bisecting planes defined the four regions of the femoral head (Fig. 

3.2d), which were used for all subsequent analyses at the regional level (i.e., same planes 

used for conchoid and sphere analysis).    

 The region containing the maximum deviation from ideal geometry was identified 

as the location of the protrusion.  Protrusion area was measured as the deviation threshold 

(i.e., the lower bound defining a protrusion) was increased logarithmically from 0 mm to 

1.0 mm, with an additional deviation threshold at 0.5 mm.  Protrusion areas were reported 

as absolutes (mm2) and as a percentage of total area of the region in which they were 

located. 
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3.3.5 Statistical Analysis 

Variables of interest were assessed for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test.  A paired t-

test detected statistically significant differences between normally distributed variables.  A 

nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test was used for data that were not normally distributed.  

Significance was set at p ≤ 0.05.  

Alpha angles and head-neck offsets measured on the frog-leg lateral view were 

compared using paired t-tests. Fitting errors and maximum and mean deviations from a 

sphere and conchoid were compared between patients and controls. Fitting errors were 

also compared between sphere and conchoid fits within each subject group (e.g., sphere 

vs. conchoid for controls).  Regionalized maximum and mean deviations from a sphere 

and conchoid were compared between patients and controls.  Finally, differences in 

protrusion areas between controls and patients were tested at each deviation threshold for 

both spheres and conchoids.  Data were reported as mean ± standard error of the mean 

unless otherwise noted. 

 

3.4 Results 

The average and standard deviation of the age, weight, height and BMI of the 

patients and (controls) was 26 ± 7 (27 ± 8) years, 84 ± 10 (83 ± 10) kg, 181 ± 8 (182 ± 7) 

cm, and 25.3 ± 3.4 (24.9 ± 3.2) kg/m2, respectively.  Alpha angles for control subjects 

were 45.9 ± 7.8° and fell within a range previously reported for asymptomatic 

subjects.29,34  Alpha angles for patients (68.5 ± 13.5°) were significantly greater than 

those of controls (p < 0.001).  The femoral head-neck offset in patients (4.9 ± 1.9 mm) 

was significantly less when compared to controls (7.1 ± 2.2 mm) (p=0.01).   
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 Compared to a sphere, the rotational conchoid provided a better fit to both 

patients (p = 0.001) and controls (p < 0.001) (Fig. 3.4). In addition, control femurs fit the 

ideal geometry better than patient femurs for both the sphere (p < 0.001) and the 

conchoid (p < 0.001). Patients had greater maximum deviations from both the sphere and 

conchoid when compared to controls (p≤ 0.001). Maximum deviations, maximum 

deviation 95% confidence intervals (CI), and average fitting errors are shown in Table 

3.1. 

 Maximum deviations from a sphere were less for control femurs than for patients 

in all regions.  Differences were significant in the AL (p<0.001), AM (p = 0.023), and PL 

(p = 0.016) regions.  Mean deviations for the control femurs were less than for patients, 

but were only statistically significant in the PL region (p = 0.011) (Fig. 3.5). 

  Maximum deviations from a conchoid were significantly smaller for control 

femurs than for patients in all regions (Fig. 3.5)  As with the sphere, mean deviations 

from a conchoid for the control femurs were less than for patients, but were only 

statistically significant in the PL region (p = 0.045) (Fig. 3.5).  

 The maximum deviation from ideal geometries occurred most often in the AL 

region.  This trend was true for all patients when fit to both spheres and conchoids.  For 

the control femurs fit to spheres, 14 of 15 showed a maximum deviation in the AL region, 

with 1 being in the PM region.  For controls fit to conchoids, there were 4 femurs with 

maximum deviation in the PM region, with the remaining 11 being in the AL region. 

 When fit to spheres and with a 0 mm deviation threshold, protrusion areas were 

827.1 ± 42.2 mm2 (68.9 ± 3.7% of region) and 675.8 ± 39.3 mm2 (53.0 ± 3.1%) for 

controls and patients, respectively (Fig. 3.6).  Using conchoids and a 0 mm deviation 
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threshold, protrusion areas for controls and patients were 685.8 ± 56.3 mm2 (54.0 ± 

3.5%) and 518.4 ± 41.3 mm2 (40.8 ± 3.4%), respectively (Fig. 3.6).    

 Protrusion areas for the control group were significantly larger than that of the 

patients at lower deviation thresholds (Fig. 3.6).  For the sphere, area differences between 

controls and patients were significant at deviation thresholds of 0 mm, 0.01 mm, and 0.1 

mm (all p ≤0.016).  For the conchoid, area differences were significant at thresholds of 0 

mm and 0.01 mm (both p ≤ 0.021).  At a deviation threshold of 1.0 mm for the sphere 

and 0.5 mm for the conchoid, the relationship between control and patient protrusion 

areas was inverted; above these thresholds the areas of patient protrusions were larger 

(Fig. 3.6). 

 

3.5 Discussion 

The purpose of this study was to develop an objective technique to isolate, 

quantify, and compare 3D femoral head shape between normal subjects and cam-type 

FAI patients.  We determined that patients with cam-type FAI had femoral heads that 

deviated significantly more from ideal shapes than controls. While this result is to be 

expected, until now a quantified description of 3D deviations from ideal shapes in cam-

type femurs relative to their normal counterparts has not been presented.  In addition, to 

our knowledge, the characteristic features of bony protrusions beyond ideal geometries in 

normal subjects and patients with cam-type FAI had not been reported. Here, we found 

the counter-intuitive result that protrusion areas on the control femurs were significantly 

greater than protrusions on the cam-type FAI femurs. Nonetheless, protrusions on the 

cam-type FAI femurs were associated with significantly higher maximum deviations, 
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which may be a greater contributor to joint damage and pain than the broad, yet low-

lying, protrusions found on the control femurs.  

 The femurs analyzed in this study deviated from both spheres and rotational 

conchoids but were more similar to conchoids.  This relationship was true for both 

control and patient femurs as indicated by conchoid fitting errors that were significantly 

lower than those from sphere-fitting.  The better fit to rotational conchoids supports the 

theoretical findings of another study.24  Thus, when analyzing femoral head shape for 

surgical planning purposes, the conchoid is likely to give a more accurate indication of 

deviation from normal than a perfect sphere.      

  Maximum deviations were significantly smaller for control femurs than for 

patients.  Still, maximum deviations for the control subjects averaged 2.41 mm (sphere-

fit) and 1.75 mm (conchoid-fit), suggesting that some level of deviation from any ideal 

geometry can be expected among normal femurs.  This amount of deviation is similar to 

the 2.8 mm of asphericity found in a prior study of subjects with no evidence of FAI.10  

Patient femurs had maximum deviations that were roughly 2.5 times greater than control 

subjects.  Control femurs were also a significantly better fit to both the sphere and the 

conchoid than were the patients.  Hence, when comparing deviations from ideal shapes 

using either the sphere or the conchoid, measuring maximum deviation and fitting error 

facilitates a quantifiable distinction between normal and cam-type femurs that may be 

relevant when determining debridement surgery to treat cam-type FAI.  

  In this study, the largest deviations from ideal geometries were most often in the 

anterolateral region.  This was an expected result for the patient femurs, as the 

anterolateral and anterosuperior sections of the femoral head have been identified as the 
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primary locations for cam lesions.2,35  Considering this region also contained the 

maximum deviation for most control subjects reinforces the conjecture that this area is 

sensitive to developmental deformities that could result in impingement.  Outside the 

anterolateral region, controls had maximum and mean regional deviations that were 

generally less, yet not always significantly so, than patients.  So, while deviations in the 

anterolateral region were the most prominent in our study, a cam-type FAI femur may 

have lesions or deformities throughout the surface of the femoral head.   

 An interesting phenomenon was observed with respect to the maximum deviation 

and protrusion area.  Although patients had larger maximum deviations than controls, 

protrusion areas on control subjects were actually greater than that of patients. However, 

this trend was inverted when deviation thresholds defining a protrusion were raised above 

0.5 mm and 1.0 mm for conchoids and spheres, respectively.  These results suggest that 

broad, but smooth/flat, protrusions may be present in normal femurs. In subjects with 

cam-type FAI, protrusions were more localized with higher maximum deviations.  The 

difference in the shape of the protrusion between control and patient femurs may support 

the suspected high-pressure, high-shear mechanism of damage that is thought to occur in 

cam-type FAI hips.1 

 There were limitations to this study that should be considered when interpreting 

the findings.  First, controls in this study did not have a documented patient history, 

which limited the clinical characterization of joint health to that of gross observation.  

Categorization as a control femur relied upon qualifications, including 

cartilage/subchondral appearance.  However, alpha angle and head-neck offset values for 

the control subjects fell within acceptable ranges for normal femurs.29,34   
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An additional limitation was that patients were included only if they had 

radiographic evidence of cam impingement and associated symptoms consistent with 

FAI.  Asymptomatic subjects who may have radiographic cam signs were not included, 

possibly excluding a subsection of the FAI population.  It has been previously shown that 

deviation from ideal geometry does not guarantee that a femur will become symptomatic 

or lead to OA.36-38  However, this exclusion provided clarity and distinction when 

quantifying anatomical differences between cam-type FAI patients and controls.   

Another limitation was that the acetabulum and articular cartilage topology were 

not included in the analysis.  While acetabular anatomy may contribute to impingement, 

this study intentionally focused on patients with deformities primarily on the femoral 

head.  Certainly, when planning surgery to reduce impingement, acetabular orientation 

and shape should be considered.  Articular cartilage may develop in such a way to form a 

congruent articulating surface between the femur and acetabulum, thereby compensating 

for minor asphericity of the bone.  As such, cartilage topology should be considered, 

especially intraoperatively, when determining the severity of geometric deviations.  

However, altered bone geometry is the focus when diagnosing cam-type FAI from CT 

images and radiographs, not cartilage topology as it is often not available.  Thus, for the 

current study, which serves as a 3D supplement to conventional diagnostic tools, only 

bony anatomy of the femur was considered.  Another limitation is that, because CT image 

data were segmented semiautomatically, there may be some observer-dependence in the 

resulting segmentations. However, the accuracy of the segmentation and reconstruction 

protocols has already been evaluated and found to produce errors minor compared to the 
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degree in which protrusions statistically differed between subject groups in the current 

study.31,32   

A final limitation is that CT arthrography was used on the patients to obtain high-

resolution CT images. This procedure is invasive with respect to ionizing radiation. The 

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Guidelines for Research Subjects sets an estimated 

dose equivalent (EDE) limit of 3 rem for a single session and no more than 5 rem 

annually, equal to that stipulated for employees who utilize radiation as part of their 

employment. The EDE for our CT arthrogram procedure is 0.969 rem. Therefore, 

subjects obtained roughly 20% of the annual exposure stipulated by the FDA. In the 

future, noninvasive methods could be utilized to create 3D reconstructions, such as high-

resolution MR imaging. 

Surgical correction of cam-type FAI seeks to recontour the femoral head to 

improve range of motion and correct deleterious joint contact mechanics.39-42  Under-

correction has been reported to cause persistent pain while over-correction can weaken 

the femoral head and neck and disrupt vasculature.43-45  A-priori knowledge regarding the 

size and location of cam deformities, such as that provided in Figure 3.4, may assist 

surgeons when making pre- or intraoperative decisions. In fact, the methodology 

presented in this study could provide a basis to develop intraoperative hardware and 

software to determine, precisely, the location of cam-type deformities that require 

surgical correction. 

While best-fit circles and 2D measures (e.g., alpha angle, head-neck offset) are 

the reference standard for diagnosing cam-type FAI, they provide a limited view of 

deformities that occur outside the radiographic projection plane.  As such, we recommend 
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the use of 3D reconstructions of the femoral head and subsequent objective quantification 

of pathoanatomy to characterize the severity of cam-type FAI, especially for those 

patients having hip pain, but presenting with unimpressive radiographs.46  The 3D 

methods proposed in this study can be used as a supplement to radiographic diagnostics 

by clinics that have the ability to make 3D femoral surface reconstructions from CT or 

MR images. The results of this study suggest that anatomical deviations of up to 2.5 mm 

from ideal geometries can be expected in normal femurs while deviations of 4 to 5 mm 

are characteristic of femoral heads that present symptomatic cam-type FAI. 
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Figure 3.1. Alpha angle and head-neck offset measured on DRRs of the standing frog-leg 
lateral view.  Left - A circle was fit to the femoral head and a line was drawn across the 
narrow section of the femoral neck. Alpha angle (α) was measured between a line from 
the center of the femoral neck to the center of the head and a second line from the center 
of the head to the point where the femur deviated from the best-fit circle. Right - Head-
neck offset was measured by drawing line 1 along the axis of the femoral neck, line 2 
parallel to line 1 tangent to the anterolateral neck and line 3 parallel to line 1 tangent to 
the anterolateral femoral head.  Offset was measured as distance (d) between lines 2 and 
3.  
  

 

dα
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Figure 3.2. Three-dimensional reconstructions of the femur showing the process of 
identifying the head neck junction and regionalization of the femoral head.  (a) First, a 
contour map of principal curvature was calculated for the entire proximal femur with 
inflection points identified by the dark line around the neck.  (b) Next, a 3D cutting 
surface was fit to the inflection points.  (c) The femoral head (blue) was identified as the 
section above the cutting surface.   (d) Finally, the femoral head was regionalized into 4 
regions. 
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Figure 3.3. Geometric description of rotational conchoid according to equation 
r=a+b*cos(θ).  A conchoid was calculated for each femoral head by determining a and b 
radii values which resulted in a rotational vector, r, that best fit the native femur. Adapted 
from Anderson et al.33 
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Figure 3.4.  Deviations from ideal sphere and rotational conchoid shapes in representative 
control and patient femurs. Positive fringe plot values indicate areas where the native 
femur protruded above the ideal geometry. 
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Table 3.1. Mean ± standard error maximum deviation values, 95% confidence intervals 
of maximum deviations, and mean ± standard error fitting errors of control and patient 
femurs from best-fit spheres and conchoids. 

 

 Sphere Fit Conchoid Fit 

 
Max. 

Deviation 
(mm) 

Max. 
Deviation 
95% CI 

(mm) 

Fit Error (mm) 
Max. 

Deviation 
(mm) 

Max. 
Deviation 
95% CI 

(mm) 

Fit Error 
(mm) 

Controls 2.41 ±  0.31 1.81 – 3.01 0.739 ± 0.158 1.75 ±  0.30 1.16 – 2.33 0.296 ± 0.230 

Patients 4.99 ±  0.39 4.22 – 5.75 0.949 ±  0.138 4.08 ±  0.37 3.36 – 7.80 0.660 ±  0.242 
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Figure 3.5. Maximum protrusion and mean deviation by region.    Conchoids provided a 
better fit. Compared to patients, controls had significantly smaller maximum protrusions 
in almost every region.  However, mean deviations between groups were only significant 
in the posterolateral region. Error bars indicate standard error. p-values indicate 
significant differences between groups. 
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Figure 3.6. Protrusion areas determined in the region of maximum deviation from spheres 
(top) and conchoids (bottom).  Error bars indicate standard error. At lower deviation 
thresholds, protrusions for the control group had larger areas than those of the patients. 
However, at higher thresholds protrusions for the patients outsized those of the controls.  
Asterisks indicate thresholds at which areas were significantly different between control 
and cam-type FAI femurs. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE ALPHA ANGLE AND  

FEMORAL HEAD ASPHERICITY: IMPLICATIONS  

AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DIAGNOSING  

CAM FEMOROACETABULAR  

IMPINGEMENT 

 

4.1. Abstract 

The purpose of this study was to determine the strength of common radiographic 

and radial CT views for measuring true femoral head asphericity.  Alpha angles were 

measured by two observers using radial CT (0º, 30º, 60º, 90º) and digitally reconstructed 

radiographs (DRRs) (anterior-posterior (AP), standing frog-leg lateral, 45° Dunn with 

neutral rotation, 45° Dunn with 40°external rotation, cross-table lateral) generated from 

CT images of 15 patients with cam femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) and 15 controls. 

3D femur reconstructions, with measurements of maximum deviation from a sphere, 

were utilized from a previous study.  A DRR validation study was performed. Group-

wise comparisons of alpha angles were assessed.  Alpha angles were correlated with 

maximum deviation using Pearson’s coefficient.  DRRs were found to be a validated 

means to simulate standard radiographs of the hip.  Alpha angles were significantly 

greater in patients for all views (p ≤0.002).   Alpha angles from the 45° Dunn with 40° 
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external rotation, cross-table lateral, and 60° radial views had the strongest correlations 

with maximum deviation (r = 0.831;  r = 0.823; r=0.808, respectively).  The AP view had 

the weakest correlation (r = 0.358).  The 45° Dunn with 40° external rotation, cross-table 

lateral, and 60º radial views best visualized femoral head asphericity. Although 

commonly used to screen for hip abnormalities, the AP view may fail to visualize cam 

FAI. Practitioners should standardize radiographic exams to avoid positioning artifact. 

The alpha angle was not a sure indicator of deformity size. Thus, asphericity 

measurements from 3D reconstructions may improve the diagnosis of cam FAI. 

 

4.2 Introduction 

Cam-type femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) has been implicated as a cause of 

chondrolabral damage and hip osteoarthritis (OA) in young adults.1-3  Cam FAI is 

characterized by an aspherical femoral head and/or insufficient femoral head-neck 

offset.4,5  The alpha angle is a two-dimensional (2D) radiographic measure of femoral 

head asphericity that is commonly used to diagnose cam FAI.6-8  Although, first proposed 

by Notzli et al. for only an oblique axial view of the femur, use of the alpha angle has 

been extended to several radiographic projections and radial computed tomography (CT) 

or magnetic resonance (MR) views.7,9-13  

Identifying the size and location of the cam deformity is important since the goal 

of surgery is to remove offending bone.  Unfortunately, alpha angle measurements are 

known to vary between views.10,14,15  Consequently, the ideal view to diagnose cam FAI 

remains unknown.14,16  One approach to evaluate the effectiveness of the alpha angle for 

a given view has been to quantify observer repeatability17,18, but repeatability is not the 
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only measure of effectiveness.  Another has been to correlate alpha angles from standard 

radiographic views to oblique axial or radial MRI views.12,14,16 However, alpha angle 

measurements from radial views are subjective, and thus do not provide a true reference 

standard.  Finally, radial views do not consider the geometry of the entire femoral head.   

Alpha angles from radiographs and radial views will continue to serve as an 

important means to diagnose cam FAI. However, there remains a need to identify the 

strength of common projections for quantifying true femoral head asphericity.  Subject-

specific 3D reconstructions of femur morphology, generated from volumetric CT or MR 

images, visualize the entire femur. By fitting the reconstruction to a sphere, one can 

quantify asphericity and size of a deformity as maximum deviation from a sphere.19,20  

The objective of this study was to determine the strength of common radiographic 

and radial CT views for measuring true femoral head asphericity.  Specifically, we 

correlated alpha angle measurements of digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) 

simulating 5 radiographic views and 4 radial CT views commonly obtained in the clinic 

with objective, 3D model-based measurements of asphericity in normal hips and hips 

with cam FAI, as measured in a previous study.   

 

4.3 Patients and Methods 

4.3.1 Subject Selection 

Images of the pelvis and proximal femur were retrospectively acquired from 15 

patients with cam FAI who had received a CT arthrogram as part of a previous study 

(IRB # 10983, 56086).20  All patients had presented with hip and groin pain, had 

radiographic evidence of cam FAI and tested positive for impingement during clinical 
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examination.  Patients received or were scheduled for femoral osteochondroplasty and 

treatment of chondrolabral injury.  Three patients were treated for mixed FAI. A set of 15 

control femurs were selected from a collection of cadavers to match the age, weight, 

height, and body mass index (BMI) of the cam FAI patients (IRB #56086).20 Cadaver 

femurs did not have OA or bony deformities, as confirmed by visual inspection. 

CT images of the patients had been acquired using a Siemens SOMATOM 128 

Definition CT Scanner (120 kVp tube voltage, 512 x 512 acquisition matrix, 1.0 mm slice 

thickness, 0.9 to 1.0 pitch, 250 mAs baseline tube current with automated dose 

modulation using CareDose™, 300-400 mm field of view) in a previous study.20  Each 

cadaveric control femur from the previous study20 was aligned in neutral21 and imaged 

with a GE High Speed CTI Single Slice Helical CT Scanner (100 kVp tube voltage, 512 

x 512 acquisition matrix, 1.0 mm slice thickness, 1.0 pitch, 100 mAs tube current, 160 

mm field of view).   

 

4.3.2 3D Reconstruction and Sphere Fitting 
 

In the previous study,20 femurs were semiautomatically segmented from the CT 

image data using Amira (v 5.4, Visage Imaging, San Diego, CA).22  To improve 

resolution of the segmentation mask, and decrease segmentation artifact, CT images had 

been up-sampled23 to 1536×1536, 0.3 mm thickness for patients and 1024×1024, 0.5 mm 

for controls.   

The femoral head of each femur had been fit to a sphere.20  First, a contour map of 

principal curvatures was created for the entire femur. Next, a cutting surface was fit to 

points of inflection (curvature = 0) to define the head-neck boundary.  Finally, the 
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femoral head was identified as the section of the femur proximal to the cutting surface 

(Fig. 4.1).  PreView24 had been used to determine the radius and center of the sphere 

which best fit the isolated head, via linear least-squares-minimization.  Next, a spherical 

surface had been generated in PreView by projecting nodes from the native femoral head 

onto the best-fit sphere (Fig. 4.1).  Asphericity was calculated as the maximum deviation 

(i.e., distance) between nodes on the native head and the best-fit sphere surface (Fig. 

4.1).20 

 

4.3.3 Generation and Alignment of Digitally Reconstructed Radiographs 
 

Digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRR) were used in the present study to 

simulate 5 common radiographic views used to diagnosis cam FAI.  DRRs are generated 

from CT data using ray casting to produce an image similar to a clinical radiograph.25 

DRRs were utilized since they could be generated from controlled perspectives and avoid 

any bias in alpha angles due to positioning. A separate validation study demonstrated that 

alpha angles measured on DRRs were nearly identical to those from traditional 

radiographs (see Appendix).   

DRRs were generated in Amira to simulate the: anterior-posterior (AP), standing 

frog-leg lateral, Dunn view with 45° flexion and neutral rotation, Dunn view with 45° 

flexion and 40° external rotation, and the cross-table lateral view.  First, a DRR was 

generated from the complete CT image dataset (Fig. 4.2 a-b).25  Then, the segmentation 

mask used to generate the femur reconstruction was combined with the DRR in a 

Boolean operation to isolate image data of the femur only (Fig. 4.2 c-d).   
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DRR images simulating each of the five projection views were created as follows 

(example for the standing frog-leg lateral in Fig. 4.3).  First, traditional radiographs from 

the five projection views were obtained for a single, living control volunteer. This 

volunteer had CT image data acquired as part of a previous study (IRB # 10983).  CT 

data for this subject were then used to generate a DRR of the femur, which was aligned in 

neutral orientation.21  From neutral, the DRR was rotated to match orientations of the 

traditional radiographs for the five views (see immediately below for information on 

positioning).  The transformation was applied to DRRs of all subjects; this alignment 

routine was repeated for each projection.  

Positioning of the single volunteer subject was as follows.  For AP, the femur was 

in neutral flexion and abduction with 15° internal rotation. For the standing frog-leg, the 

femur was flexed approximately 35° and externally rotated approximately 60° with the 

foot resting on a 10 cm step.  In the first Dunn view, the femur was flexed 45°, abducted 

20° and maintained in neutral rotation.10  In the second Dunn view, the femur was flexed 

45°, abducted 20°, and then rotated 40° externally.  Applying external rotation for the 

second Dunn view is not a new view, rather it was found to yield radiographs that closely 

resembled several reported in the literature as 45° Dunn views.6,14  For the cross-table 

lateral view, the femur was in neutral flexion with 15° internal rotation and the beam 

parallel to the table and oriented 45° to the femoral head.26 

 

4.3.4 Generation and Alignment of Radial CT and Oblique Axial Views 
 
Four radial CT views were generated in the present study, which covered the 

superior to anterior region quadrant of the femoral head.  First, a plane was fit to points at 
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the center of the femoral head (when fit to a sphere), the center of the femoral neck, and 

the center of the femoral shaft.27  The slice through the CT data at this plane was 

designated as 0° radial CT (Fig. 4.4).  Using a line through the center of the femoral head 

and center of the neck as the axis of rotation, planes were created at 30° increments in an 

anterior progression (Fig. 4.4), resulting in 0°, 30°, and 60° radial CT views.  A final 

plane was created at 90° of rotation about the head-to-neck axis, generating the oblique 

axial view described by Notzli et al.7 

 

4.3.5 Measurement of the Alpha Angle 

The alpha angle was semiautomatically measured on the DRRs and radial CT 

images using a custom Matlab script (Fig. 4.5).7  First, a circle was fit to the contour of 

the femoral head.  Next, a line traversing the narrowest section of the neck was drawn.  

The alpha angle was measured as the angle between: 1) the line from the automatically 

calculated midpoint of the narrowest section of the neck to the center of the circle around 

the femoral head and 2) the line from the automatically calculated center of the circle to 

the point where the native femur began to deviate from the circle.  Two observers 

independently measured the alpha angle on all views for all subjects. One observer 

repeated all measurements on two separate occasions. 

 

4.3.6 Statistical Analysis 

   Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS (v16; IBM Corp., Armonk NY). 

Significance was set at p ≤ 0.05.  Maximum deviations between groups had been 

compared previously using the Student’s t-test.20  Interobserver and intraobserver 
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repeatability of alpha angle measurements was quantified using the intraclass correlation 

coefficient (ICC), with 95% confidence intervals. Interobserver repeatability was 

assessed between the first reads of both observers. Agreement was interpreted as: slight if 

the ICC < 0.20, fair if 0.21–0.40, moderate if 0.41–0.60, substantial if 0.61–0.80, and 

almost perfect if > 0.80.28  

For subsequent analysis, alpha angle measurements were averaged to include reads 1 

and 2 from Observer A and read 1 from Observer B.  Differences in alpha angles between 

the control and cam FAI subjects in each view were tested for statistical significance 

using Student’s t-test.  Next, data from patient and control groups were combined and 

linear correlation quantified the relationship between the alpha angle and maximum 

deviation.  Specifically, the average alpha angles measured in each view were correlated 

to maximum deviation from a sphere using the Pearson correlation coefficient and linear 

regression. Posthoc power analysis was performed on the correlations to determine the 

correlation coefficient that could be detected with 80% power using a two-sided 

comparison with alpha = 0.05. 

 

4.4 Results 

Intraobserver ICC values for the alpha angle were almost perfect for all views, 

with a range of 0.868 to 0.981 (Table 4.1).  Interobserver values were considered 

substantial to almost perfect, ranging from 0.722 to 0.978 (Table 4.1).  Alpha angles for 

the cam FAI patients were significantly larger than those of control subjects in all views 

(all p ≤ 0.002) (Table 4.1).  
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As previously reported, the average and standard deviation age, weight, height 

and BMI of the patients and (matched controls) was 26 ± 7 (27 ± 8) years, 84 ± 10 (83 ± 

10) kg, 181 ± 8 (182 ± 7) cm, and 25.3 ± 3.4 (24.9 ± 3.2) kg/m2, respectively.20       

As previously reported, the asphericity of cam FAI patient femurs, as indicated by 

maximum deviation from best-fit spheres, was 4.99 ± 0.39 mm and was significantly 

greater than that of the controls at 2.41 ± 0.31 mm (p < 0.001).20  Maximum deviations 

occurred in the anterolateral region of the femoral head for all patients and 14 of 15 

control femurs; 1 control femur had a maximum deviation located in the posteromedial 

region.20  

The strongest correlation between alpha angles and maximum deviations was 

found in the 45° Dunn view with 40° external rotation (r = 0.831).  The remaining 

correlations, in order of decreasing strength, are shown in Figure 4.6.  All correlations 

were significant (p < 0.002) except for the AP view (p = 0.052). From a two-sided post 

hoc power analysis, correlations with r ≥ 0.47 were detectable with 80% power. Thus, 

80% power was achieved for all correlations except the AP view. 

 

4.5 Discussion 

The purpose of this study was to determine the strength of common radiographic 

and radial CT views for measuring true femoral head asphericity. Maximum deviations 

from a sphere, quantified in a previous study, were used as the reference standard20.  

Alpha angles measured from the 45° Dunn with 40° external rotation, cross-table lateral 

and 60° radial CT views were strongly correlated with maximum deviation.   
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The strength of the correlations for the 45° Dunn with 40° external rotation, cross-

table lateral and 60° radial CT views corroborates previous reports.10,14,29  These “lateral 

views” captured maximum deviation well since they image the 

anterolateral/anterosuperior region; maximum deviations were most often noted in the 

anterolateral region in our study.  Because intra- and inter-repeatability of alpha angle 

measurements was very good, we are confident that correlations for lateral views are the 

result of actual correspondence.  

Given our results, we recommend that the 45° Dunn with 40° external rotation 

and cross-table lateral views be obtained for assessing cam FAI.  The 60° radial CT may 

provide additional diagnostic value.  We advocate against the use of the AP view as the 

primary means to diagnose cam FAI, although it may be useful to grade OA and assess 

pelvic alignment.  However, correlations cannot ensure the lateral views alone are able to 

confirm/refute cam FAI as deformities vary.  Thus, if the lateral views fail to visualize a 

cam deformity in a hip with symptoms consistent with FAI, we recommend clinicians 

obtain other views or CT/MRI.   

Larger alpha angles are generally thought to be associated with more extensive 

damage.30,31  An unexpected finding of this study was that the view from which the 

highest alpha angles were measured did not have the strongest correlation to maximum 

deviation.  The highest alpha angles were measured in the 45° Dunn view with neutral 

rotation but these angles were the third worst correlated to maximum deviation.  Our 

study suggests that a large alpha angle in one view may not be a sure indicator of 

maximum deviation, and therefore, severity of the deformity.  Thus, the threshold of the 

alpha angle to indicate a diagnosis of cam FAI may have to be adjusted between views. 
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Overall, obtaining views that are strongly correlated to maximum deviation is likely a 

better approach than ordering views that yield a high alpha angle.  

Our results indirectly suggest that the manner in which a patient is positioned 

during a radiograph may influence measurements of the alpha angle and hence, estimates 

of maximum devation.  For example, the literature most often describes positioning for 

the 45° Dunn view as 45° flexion, 20° abduction and neutral rotation (Fig. 4.5).6  

Maintaining neutral rotation in the 45° Dunn view resulted in a radiographic view that 

was relatively weak in correlation to maximum deviation.  However, allowing 

approximately 40° of external rotation produced a view of the femur that matched images 

commonly identified as the regular 45° Dunn view in the literature (e.g., compare 6,14 to 

10) and resulted in the strongest correlation.  Hence, we recommend that clinicians and 

radiology technicians standardize patient positioning since this likely influences the 

appearance of the femoral head and associated measurements. 

In addition to patient position during the radiograph, the manner in which a bump 

(i.e., deformity) presents may have important implications on the alpha angle. 

Anecdotally, we have noted that some femurs with cam FAI become aspheric more 

proximally, but do not have a sharply rising (i.e., prominent) bump; this would lead to a 

high alpha angle with relatively low maximum deviation.  In contrast, we have observed 

femurs that become aspheric more distally, but have a prominent bump; this would lead 

to a lower alpha angle but a higher maximum deviation.  Overall, 3D reconstructions and 

measurements of asphericity could delineate the manner in which a bump presents on a 

patient-specific basis.    
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 Radial MRI is an increasingly popular tool to diagnose cam FAI.14-16  However, 

limiting the analysis of femoral head shape to a single radial view could be misleading.  

For example, in the current study, alpha angles from the 60° radial images were strongly 

correlated with maximum deviation, but angles from 30° radial images were weakly 

correlated.  If volumetric imaging is to be used, we recommend the use of multiple radial 

views. Also, many clinical CT/MR scanners can automatically generate 3D 

reconstructions. Such reconstructions could provide improved, albeit qualitative, 

visualization of cam deformities.   

A few limitations to the present study warrant discussion. First, for correlation 

with alpha angles, a single feature, maximum deviation, was chosen.  Maximum 

deviation may not fully describe a cam deformity, including its area and morphology.  

However, maximum deviation provided an objective indication of the location and 

severity of a cam lesion and was straightforward to interpret.  There may be additional 

variables that can be extracted in future studies, such as volume of the bump.  

A second possible limitation is that patient positioning for each radiographic view 

can vary in the clinic, as opposed to the universal orientation of the DRRs obtained in the 

current study. However, by using DRRs, we avoided errors due to positional variability.  

Further, the validation study demonstrated that alpha angles measured on DRRs were 

nearly identical to those measured on traditional radiographs (see Appendix).  

Nevertheless, correlations presented herein should be considered the best-case results 

given the controlled methodology employed.   

Another limitation was that detailed histories were not available for the cadaveric 

control group.  However, angles for the current control subjects did fall within ranges 
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reported for asymptomatic, normal subjects.32,33 Furthermore, our study did not focus 

upon establishment of normal and abnormal alpha angle values, only correlation between 

2D and 3D measurements of asphericity.   More subjects could be included in the future 

for the purpose of defining normal/abnormal.    

In conclusion, correlations between alpha angle and asphericity were strongest in 

the 45° Dunn with external rotation, cross-table lateral, and 60º radial views. The alpha 

angle was not a sure indicator of deformity size. Thus, asphericity measurements from 

3D reconstructions may improve the diagnosis of cam FAI. 

 

4.6 Appendix 

4.6.1 DRR Validation: Methods 

A separate study was conducted to demonstrate the validity of using DRRs in-lieu 

of traditional radiographs. First, seven 2 mm diameter steel beads were implanted into the 

femur of a cadaveric pelvis to toe-tips specimen. The specimen was radiographed using 7 

projection views, including the 5 views described above (an additional iteration of the 

45° Dunn view and the frog-leg lateral in a supine position were also captured).  CT 

images of the cadaver were then collected and segmented as described above.  A copy of 

the CT image set was created with the metallic beads intentionally obscured by 

converting pixels representing metal to those of the surrounding bone.  Using the images 

in which beads had been obscured and 3D reconstructions of the femur, DRRs were 

generated and oriented to match each of the 7 projection views captured with traditional 

x-ray.  Thus, orientation of the DRRs to match traditional radiographs was blinded to 

bead location and, instead, relied only upon bony landmarks and prescribed rotations.  
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The transformation applied to orient the bead-obscured CT images was then copied and 

applied to the original CT images that had visible beads.  The result was a radiograph 

from each view and corresponding DRR with and without beads (Fig. 4.7). 

The difference in orientation between the DRRs and corresponding traditional 

radiographs was quantified by measuring the distance between beads visible in both the 

DRR and radiograph.  For each view, 10 interbead distances were measured on the 

traditional radiographs as the reference standard.  Distances were then measured between 

the same beads on the DRR.  Distances measured on the traditional radiographs and 

DRRs were tested for significant differences using paired Student’s t-tests and for 

agreement with Bland-Altman plots. 

The appropriateness of using DRRs as surrogates for radiographs in this study 

was further ascertained by measuring alpha angles on the radiograph/DRR pairs.  This 

included 7 pairs from the cadaver, 5 pairs from the template volunteer, and 15 pairs from 

clinically acquired AP radiographs of FAI patients included in this study and their AP 

DRRs, totaling 27 pairs for statistical comparison.  Differences and agreement between x-

ray and DRR alpha angles were tested using a paired Student’s t-test and Bland-Altman 

plots, respectively.  Correspondence between alpha angles on the DRR versus those on 

the traditional radiograph was also assessed by correlation and linear regression. 

 

4.6.2 DRR Validation: Results 

No significant differences were found between interbead distances measured on 

cadaver radiographs compared to DRRs for any view (p ≥ 0.064). The average ± standard 

deviation difference of all measured interbead distances between the radiographs and 
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DRRs was -0.22 ± 0.77 mm with a 95% confidence interval (CI) of -0.04 to -0.40 mm 

and limits of agreement -1.76 mm and 1.33 mm. There were no significant differences 

between alpha angles measured on radiographs and their corresponding DRRs (p = 0.72).  

The average ± standard deviation of alpha angle differences between radiographs and 

DRRs was 0.2° ± 2.9° with a 95% CI of -0.9° to 1.3°; limits of agreement were -5.6° and 

6.0°. The correlation coefficient of alpha angles between the two image types was r = 

0.99.  The relationship between alpha angles on radiographs compared to DRRs was 

nearly linear (y = 0.98x + 1.19) with excellent agreement (R2 = 0.98).  Bland-Altman 

plots indicated strong agreement between alpha angles measured on DRRs compared to 

traditional radiographs (Fig. 4.8). 
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Figure 4.1. Process of femoral head isolation and sphere fitting.  Left - The femoral head 
was delineated from the neck using inflection points around the circumference of the 
head-neck junction (black line).  Middle - The isolated head (off-white) was then 
projected onto the best fitting sphere surface (green).  Right - Deviations (mm) between 
the femur and the best-fit sphere were calculated across the isolated surface of the head. 
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Figure 4.2.  DRR generation.  From volumetric CT data (a), a DRR was made to visualize 
only the pelvis and femur bones (b).  The segmentation mask used to generate a 3D 
reconstruction of the femur (c) was then used to isolate a DRR of only the femur (d). 
  

(a) (b) (c) (d)
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Figure 4.3. DRR alignment routine applied to standing frog-leg lateral.  (a) A  subject was 
positioned with the left leg on a 10 cm step with the hip flexed ~35° and externally 
rotated ~60°. (b) Resulting frog-leg lateral radiograph. (c) A simulated frog-leg lateral 
DRR, created by transforming the neutral DRR to match the example radiograph.  
  

(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 4.4.  Planes and resulting radial CT views for 1 subject. Medial view of the right 
femur is directly along the axis of rotation between the center of the femoral head and the 
center of the neck.  Four radial CT views were captured from the superior to anterior 
region of the femoral head. 
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Figure 4.5. Representative DRRs and 90° Radial CT / oblique axial view with alpha 
angle (α) outlines for a single cam FAI patient. 
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Table 4.1. Alpha angles and ICCs with 95% confidence intervals for each view.  Note – 
Alpha angles are means ± standard deviation, ICC is intraclass correlation coefficient, CI 
is confidence interval.  

View 
Control 
Alpha 

Angle (°) 

Cam FAI Alpha 
Angle (°) 

Intraobserver 
ICC (95% CI) 

Interobserver ICC 
(95% CI) 

AP 50.2 ± 8.8 73.1 ± 19.6 0.868 (0.742-
0.935) 

0.832 (0.677-
0.916) 

Frog-leg 
Lateral 45.7 ± 7.0 68.1 ± 15.4 0.980 (0.958-

0.990) 
0.955 (0.907-

0.978) 

45° Dunn  
(neutral 
rotation) 

56.8 ± 8.2 80.3 ± 15.0 0.981 (0.961-
0.991) 

0.877 (0.759-
0.940) 

45° Dunn 
(external 
rotation) 

43.9 ± 6.6 62.8 ± 12.8 0.945 (0.889-
0.974) 

0.886 (0.774-
0.944) 

Cross-table 
Lateral 44.1 ± 7.5 63.7 ± 11.7 0.975 (0.947-

0.988) 
0.978 (0.954-

0.989) 

0° Radial 
CT 45.7 ± 4.9 66.5 ± 19.3 0.981 (0.960-

0.991) 
0.722 (0.493-

0.857) 

30° Radial 
CT 55.5 ± 9.0 73.9 ± 14.1 0.924 (0.847-

0.963) 
0.744 (0.529-

0.870) 

60° Radial 
CT 49.0 ± 6.9 64.9 ± 8.1 0.929 (0.856-

0.965) 
0.809 (0.636-

0.904) 

90° Radial 
CT 
(oblique 
axial) 

42.8 ± 7.0 56.3 ± 13.0 0.919 (0.837-
0.961) 

0.885 (0.773-
0.943) 
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Figure 4.6.   Linear regressions (solid line), including 95% confidence intervals (dashed 
lines), of alpha angles (α) compared to maximum deviations from spheres.  Regressions 
presented in order of decreasing strength. 
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Figure 4.7. DRR validation. Beads were obscured in the CT data and a DRR image was 
created to match the representative traditional radiograph.  Beads were then revealed and 
a second DRR was created using the transformation matrix used to orient the first DRR.  
Interbead distances and alpha angles between the DRRs and traditional radiograph were 
statistically compared.   Dashed arrows indicate representative bead distances. 
  

 

αxray
αDRR
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Figure 4.8. Bland-Altman plot of agreement between traditional radiograph and DRR 
measurements (top: interbead distances, bottom: alpha angles).  Solid line represents the 
mean difference.  Dashed lines represent limits of agreement calculated as mean ± 
2*standard deviation 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

STATISTICAL SHAPE MODELING OF CAM  

FEMOROACETABULAR IMPINGEMENT 

 

5.1 Abstract 

In this study, statistical shape modeling (SSM) was used to quantify three-

dimensional (3D) variation and morphologic differences between femurs with and 

without cam femoroacetabular impingement (FAI). 3D surfaces were generated from CT 

scans of femurs from 41 controls and 30 cam FAI patients. SSM correspondence particles 

were optimally positioned on each surface using a gradient descent energy function. 

Mean shapes for control and patient groups were defined from the resulting particle 

configurations. Morphological differences between group mean shapes and between the 

control mean and individual patients were calculated. Principal component analysis was 

used to describe anatomical variation present in both groups. The first 6 modes (or 

principal components) captured statistically significant shape variations, which 

comprised 84% of cumulative variation among the femurs. Shape variation was greatest 

in femoral offset, greater trochanter height, and the head-neck junction. The mean cam 

femur shape protruded above the control mean by a maximum of 3.3 mm with sustained 

protrusions of 2.5-3.0 mm along the anterolateral head-neck junction and distally along 

the anterior neck, corresponding well with reported cam lesion locations and soft-tissue 
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damage. This study provides initial evidence that SSM can describe variations in femoral 

morphology in both controls and cam FAI patients and may be useful for developing new 

measurements of pathological anatomy. SSM may also be applied to characterize cam 

FAI severity and provide templates to guide patient-specific surgical resection of bone. 

   

5.2 Introduction 

Femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) is caused by reduced clearance between the 

femoral head and acetabulum due to anatomic abnormalities of the femur (cam FAI), 

acetabulum (pincer FAI), or both (mixed FAI).1 Cam FAI is characterized by an 

aspherical femoral head or reduced femoral head-neck offset. During hip flexion, the 

abnormally shaped femur may cause shearing at the chondrolabral junction thereby 

damaging articular cartilage and the acetabular labrum.2     

Currently, diagnosis of cam FAI is largely accomplished using two-dimensional 

(2D) measurements of femur morphology acquired from radiographic projections or a 

series of radial planes from computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance (MR) 

images.3-5 Two-dimensional measures provide initial diagnosis of cam FAI, but their 

reliability has been debated.6,7 Also, there is no agreement on the range of measurements 

that should be considered normal.8-10 Furthermore, radiographic measures give only a 

limited description of femur anatomy or shape variation among cam FAI deformities. 

Together, these limitations of 2D measurements translate into a high misdiagnosis rate. In 

a series of FAI patients treated with surgery in our clinic, 40% had seen multiple previous 

musculoskeletal providers and 15% had undergone surgical procedures unrelated to the 

hip joint (hernia, etc.).11 
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Three-dimensional (3D) femur reconstructions from CT images can visualize the 

entire femoral head. However, evaluations of cam FAI using 3D femur reconstructions 

have relied on the questionable assumption that a sphere is the ideal femoral head 

shape.12,13 In contrast, statistical shape modeling (SSM) can be applied to 3D 

reconstructions to objectively compare complex morphology without idealizing 

underlying geometry.14,15 Prior orthopaedic applications of SSM have included analyses 

of tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joints and methods to reconstruct femur or pelvis 

shape from sparse image data.16-22 Most SSM strategies distribute a labeled set of points 

across representative shapes for a given population.14,15  Methods of point placement may 

involve manual placement at anatomic landmarks, derivation from finite element meshes 

or automatic placement based on point-to-point minimization of distance and 

entropy.14,18,23 Regardless of the method, by optimizing and comparing the positional 

configurations of the labeled points, SSM can quantify and visualize geometric variation 

existing within the population.  

Application of SSM to a study of cam FAI may facilitate improved diagnosis and 

preoperative planning.  Specifically, SSM can be applied to reconstructions of cam FAI 

and healthy femurs to generate 3D representatives of the average cam FAI femur 

compared to the average control.  SSM also facilitates quantitative and qualitative 

analysis of shape variations among femurs which may have clinical use in describing the 

spectrum of cam FAI deformities and classifying the severity of deformities on a patient-

specific basis.     
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The objective of this study was to generate accurate 3D reconstructions of femoral 

heads from volumetric CT images and apply SSM to quantify 3D variation and 

morphologic differences between femurs with and without cam FAI. 

 

5.3 Methods 

5.3.1 Subject Selection 

A cohort of cam FAI patients was retrospectively collected from patients treated 

at the University of Utah and Intermountain Healthcare orthopaedic centers. Subject 

selection and modeling was completed with approval from both institutions (#56086, 

1024270). Volumetric CT images of the pelvis and proximal femur were retrospectively 

acquired from 30 cam FAI patients (28 male, 2 female). All patients had presented with 

hip and groin pain during activity, tested positive during a clinical impingement exam, 

showed radiographic evidence of a cam lesion and/or reduced femoral head-neck offset, 

and were scheduled for hip preservation surgery to address cam FAI. Sixteen CT image 

sets had been acquired using a Siemens SOMATOM 128 Definition CT Scanner 

(120kVP tube voltage, 512 x 512 acquisition matrix, 1.0 mm slice thickness, 0.9 to 1.0 

pitch, 250 mAs + CareDose tube current, 300-400 mm field-of-view) as part of a 

previous IRB approved study. The remaining 14 image sets were acquired as part of 

standard patient care using a GE LightSpeed VCT scanner (120 kVP, 512 x 512, 0.625 

slice thickness, 1.0 pitch, 135 mAs, ~230 mm field-of-view).   

CT scans for a total of 79 possible control femurs were retrospectively obtained 

(IRB #56086). Of these, 20 subjects received a CT arthrogram as part of a previous 

study24 using the Siemens scanner and settings listed above. The control subjects had no 
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history of hip pain and no radiographic evidence of OA as assessed by a senior 

musculoskeletal radiologist. The remaining 59 femurs were from a database of cadavers 

which had been previously CT scanned. Prior to CT scanning, each cadaveric femur was 

aligned in an anatomic neutral position.25 Images were then acquired using a GE High 

Speed CTI Single Slice Helical CT Scanner (100 kVp tube voltage, 512 x 512 acquisition 

matrix, 1.0 mm slice thickness, 1.0 pitch, 100 mAs tube current, 160 mm field of view).  

Using the CT images, digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRR) were generated 

to simulate a standing frog-leg lateral x-ray, with the femur flexed approximately 35° and 

externally rotated approximately 60°. Radiographic description of head shape was 

completed for all patients and possible controls by measuring the alpha angle and head 

neck offset described by Notzli et al. and Eijer et al., respectively, and adapted by 

Clohisy et al. for the frog-leg lateral view.26-28  Femurs were only included as controls if 

they had an alpha angle less than 55.5° and head-neck offset greater than 7 mm.2,8 The 

femurs were also grossly screened for cartilage damage and bony abnormalities.  As a 

result, 38 femurs were excluded from the control group, leaving 41 femurs (29 male, 12 

female; 15 live, 26 cadaveric) available as controls for SSM. 

 

5.3.2 Three-dimensional Reconstruction and SSM Preprocessing 
 

The proximal femur to lesser trochanter of each femur was segmented and 

reconstructed from the CT image data using Amira (v5.4, Visage Imaging, San Diego, 

CA) and validated threshold settings.29 To improve resolution of the segmentation mask, 

CT images were up-sampled to 0.22 x 0.22 x 0.33 mm.24 Reconstructed surfaces were 

triangulated and segmentation artifacts were removed by slightly smoothing surfaces 
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using tools available in Amira. Femur reconstructions were then cropped at the superior 

aspect of the lesser trochanter, which was considered to be the most inferior location 

where cam FAI deformities might extend.  The cropped reconstructions were then 

aligned in Amira using a built-in iterative closest point algorithm to minimize the root 

mean square (RMS) distance between surfaces. Finally, surface reconstructions were 

converted to binary segmentations in a uniform bounding box of size 512 x 512 x 512, 

with an isotropic voxel resolution of 0.24 x 0.24 x 0.24 mm for each femur. 

 

5.3.3 Statistical Shape Modeling 
 

A basic principle of most SSMs is to place particles at corresponding locations on 

every shape in the population of interest.   Optimization routines, designed to minimize 

descriptive length or entropy, seek to establish particle configurations that conform 

qualitatively to the anatomy of individuals and capture underlying shape variability in the 

population as a whole. The current study used the correspondence methods of Cates et al. 

and Datar et al., which employ a variational formulation of ensemble entropy to optimize 

particle positioning, as briefly described below.14,30 Compared to other SSM methods that 

rely on relatively few manually placed landmarks or the necessity for training shapes, the 

SSM techniques of Cates et al. provide a geometrically accurate sampling of individual 

femurs, while computing a statistically simple model of the ensemble. Consequently, the 

number of correspondence particles and the ensemble size can be increased without large 

computational expense. Also with this method, particle initialization is performed 

automatically, which eliminates error that may be introduced by manually placing 

particles at anatomic landmarks. The methods of Cates et al. and Datar et al. have been 
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implemented in the ShapeWorks software and were used to conduct the statistical shape 

analysis for the current study (http://www.sci.utah.edu/software/shapeworks.html).   

Binary segmentations of the femurs were output from Amira, preprocessed to 

remove aliasing artifacts, and 2048 particles were placed on each femur, using an 

iterative, hierarchal splitting strategy (Fig. 5.1). This strategy proceeded by randomly 

choosing a surface location and there placing a single particle that was then split to 

produce a second, nearby particle. Initial locations of the two particles were determined 

using a system of repulsive forces until a steady state between the particles was achieved. 

The splitting process and steady state initialization was repeated until 2048 particles were 

placed on each surface. Thus, the initialization proceeded simultaneously with a 

preliminary steady state optimization in a multiscale fashion, generating progressively 

more detailed correspondence models with each split.          

The initial particle correspondences were further optimized using a gradient 

descent approach with a cost function that produced a compact distribution of samples in 

shape space, while providing uniformly-distributed particle positions on the femur 

surfaces to achieve a faithful shape representation. The generalized Procrustes algorithm 

was applied regularly during optimization to align shapes with respect to rotation and 

translation, and to normalize with respect to scale.31 Group labels were used to separate 

the particle configurations of controls and cam patients, and the mean shape for each 

group was constructed as the mean of the particle configurations from all shapes 

belonging to that group. 

 

 

http://www.sci.utah.edu/software/shapeworks.html
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5.3.4 Analysis 
 

Demographic and radiographic measurements were tested for significant 

differences between control and patient groups using the Mann-Whitney rank sum test. A 

Hotelling T2 test was used to test for group differences between the mean control and 

patient shapes, with the null hypothesis that the two groups are drawn from the same 

distribution. Morphological differences were then calculated as the distance between 

mean shapes or between the control mean and individual cam patients. Principal 

component analysis (PCA) was used to reduce high-dimensional SSM correspondence 

data to a smaller set of linearly uncorrelated components (i.e., modes) that describe the 

variation existing within the ensemble of femur shapes.  Principal component loading 

values (i.e., PC scores) were determined for all femurs and parallel analysis was used to 

determine the number of modes containing non-spurious, or significant, shape variation.32 

Application of parallel analysis prevented the under-extraction (i.e., loss of meaningful 

information) or over-extraction (i.e., inclusion of random noise) in the analysis of shape 

variation. Principal component loading values were compared between control and 

patient groups for modes found to contain significant information using Student’s t-test 

with a Finner’s adjustment for multiple comparisons.33  PCA was then applied to the 

control and patient groups separately to determine major intra-group variations.  

Shape variation (i.e., PC loading values) was correlated with existing 2D and 3D 

measures of femoral anatomy using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. First, PC loading 

values were correlated with 2D alpha angle and head-neck offset measurements. Next, 

native 3D reconstructions of each femoral head were isolated from the femur at the head-

neck junction and fit to a sphere. Maximum deviations were then measured as the 
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distance between the native head and the corresponding best-fit sphere.34 Maximum 

deviations were then correlated with PC loading values, alpha angles and head-neck-

offsets. 

 

5.4 Results 

The average and standard deviation age, weight, height, and BMI of the patients 

and (controls) were 27 ± 8 (31 ± 10) years, 84 ± 15 (80 ± 18) kg, 181 ± 8 (177 ± 8) cm, 

and 25.6 ± 4.3 (25.4 ± 5.5) kg/m2, respectively. Alpha angles and head-neck offsets of the 

patients and (controls) were 68.4 ± 15.6° (43.0 ± 5.2°) and 4.4 ± 1.7 (7.3 ± 1.6) mm, 

respectively. Age, weight, and BMI values were not significantly different between 

controls and patients (p ≥ 0.105), whereas alpha angles and head-neck offsets were 

significantly different between the groups (p < 0.001). 

The Hotelling T2 test demonstrated significant differences between the patient and 

control mean shapes (p << 0.001). Morphologically, the patient mean shape was found to 

protrude above the control mean by a maximum of 3.3 mm in the anterolateral head-neck 

junction (Fig. 5.2). Sustained protrusions of ~2.5-3.0 mm were distributed from the 

anterior-posterior midline of the femoral neck along the anterolateral head-neck junction 

and distally along the anterior neck. Maximum deviations between individual patient 

femur shapes and the mean control shape were primarily in the anterosuperior to 

anterolateral head-neck junction, and ranged between 2.3 mm and 8.3 mm.  

The first 12 modes captured 90% of the cumulative variation among the femurs 

(Fig. 5.3). However, parallel analysis determined that the first 6 modes captured 

statistically significant (nonspurious) variation and were used for further analysis. The 6 
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modes captured 83.8% of the cumulative variation among all femurs.  Specifically, mode 

1 captured 35.2% of the variation, followed by mode 2 at 21.8%, mode 3 at 15.2%, mode 

4 at 6.9%, mode 5 at 2.5%, and mode 6 at 2.2% of the variation, respectively. PC loading 

values between controls and patients were significant (p<0.001) for the first two modes.  

PCA, run on the control and patient groups independently, showed similar areas 

of intragroup variation. Qualitative and quantitative descriptions of variation captured by 

the first three modes are shown in Figure 5.4. For both groups, variation in mode 1 was 

most substantial at the femoral offset (i.e., medial-lateral distance from tip of greater 

trochanter to center of the femoral head) and the distance between the proximal tip of the 

greater trochanter and the proximal lesser trochanter.  For the patient group, mode 1 also 

captured variation in concavity at the head-neck junction.  For both groups, mode 2 

primarily described variation in the diameter of the femoral neck. Finally, mode 3 

captured variation in the curvature of the greater trochanter in both groups.   

Correlations of alpha angles and head-neck offsets with PC loading values from 

the first four modes were moderate to weak. Specifically, Pearson’s correlation 

coefficients for alpha angles and (head-neck offsets) with PC loadings were r = 0.407 (-

0.288), 0.357 (-0.345), and 0.137 (0.119) for modes 1, 2, and 3, respectively. 

Maximum deviations from best-fit spheres were 1.95 ± 0.61 mm for the control 

subjects and 4.79 ± 1.54 mm for patient femurs. Maximum deviations were significantly 

different between patients and controls (p < 0.001). Correlations between maximum 

deviation and PC loading values were moderate to weak, with Pearson’s correlation 

coefficients of r = 0.433, 0.360, and 0.168 for modes 1, 2, and 3, respectively. 
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Correlations between radiographic measurements and maximum deviations were r = 

0.863 (alpha angle) and r = -0.696 (head-neck offset). 

 

5.5 Discussion 

This study used SSM to quantify and compare femoral head morphology between 

control and cam FAI femurs.  A primary result of this study was the computation of mean 

femoral shapes for controls and cam FAI patients. The greatest differences between the 

mean shapes were located along the anterolateral head-neck junction, which corresponds 

very well with the locations of cam lesions and corresponding joint damage reported in 

the literature.2,35  

Considerable variation was found in the shape and height of the greater 

trochanter, among all femurs and between groups.  There were also large variations 

among femurs in the distance between the greater trochanter and the center of the femoral 

head (i.e., femoral offset) as well as the diameter of the femoral neck.  This finding alone 

demonstrates the potential utility of SSM for objectively describing variations in femoral 

shape and the spectrum of possible deformities, which would otherwise be difficult to 

identify using traditional radiographs.  

Mean shapes calculated using SSM, as well as color plots of individual cam 

femurs compared to the mean shapes, could be used to improve the diagnosis and 

treatment of FAI.  For example, a 3D reconstruction of a single patient with cam FAI 

could be objectively compared to the mean pathological shape to assess disease severity 

(relative to other cam patients), or could be compared to the mean control femur to 

produce a map elucidating the magnitude and location of bone debridement required to 
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make the femoral head normal in appearance (Fig. 5.5). Under-correction of a cam lesion 

may cause lingering pain and could require revision surgery, while over correction could 

endanger the mechanical integrity or blood supply of the femur.36,37 Three-dimensional 

debridement maps from objective SSM could facilitate more exact surgical planning and 

may reduce instances of under- or over-correction of cam deformities.    

A persistent clinical problem with diagnosing cam FAI is the establishment of 

rubrics that can reliably distinguish pathologic from normal femurs. Along with 

quantifying the spectrum of deformities and variations previously unknown to exist 

between groups, the current study also demonstrates how SSM could be used to develop 

new, and perhaps more reliable measurements of anatomy to diagnose FAI.  For instance, 

SSM suggested that the distance between the greater and lesser trochanters was highly 

variable and different between groups. While these results are preliminary, the disparity 

in greater trochanter morphologies may be indicative of a developmental deformity at the 

trochanteric physis during early adolescence, concomitant with suggested capital femoral 

physeal deformities.38,39  

Our results also suggest that femoral offset is largely variable in both control and 

cam FAI subjects. This variability may contribute to susceptibility for FAI by reducing 

available clearance between the lateral acetabular rim and proximal femoral neck during 

extreme ranges of motion.  Considerable variability in the concavity of the head-neck 

junction in cam FAI patients and femoral neck diameter in all subjects, as captured by 

modes 1 and 2, respectively, is likely to further contribute to the susceptibility for FAI.  

Comparison of PC loading values between controls and patients suggested that 

variation captured within the first two modes may be the most useful for identifying 
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shape alterations that are a contribution of the FAI disease rather than inherent femur 

population variance.  Such localized information about variation among control and cam 

femurs could help physicians classify unusual FAI cases and comprehensively 

characterize complex morphological variations that distinguish healthy and pathologic 

hips.  

There was a strong correlation between alpha angles from the frog-leg lateral 

view and maximum deviations from a sphere, likely because these measures assume 

circular/spherical geometry. However, only moderate to weak correlative relationships 

were found between shape variations captured by SSM and existing 2D and 3D measures 

of femoral morphology. The relatively weak correlations between SSM-derived data and 

radiographic measurements observed in our study suggest that current radiographic 

criteria may not adequately describe the underlying variation in anatomy observed in FAI 

patients. In the future, it may be possible to relegate 3D SSM-derived data to 2D 

radiographs of an average normal/FAI subject, which could serve as a template in which 

to compare individual patient radiographs.      

    A few limitations of this study warrant discussion. First, there is some risk that 

subjects included in the control cohort could have had subtle forms of FAI.  In our study, 

we used the most widely recognized radiographic measures of cam FAI (alpha angle 

from a lateral view, and head-neck offset) to establish inclusion criteria.  We also used 

three levels of exclusion criteria in the consideration of our control group (evidence of 

osteoarthritis, gross bony deformities, alpha angle and head-neck offset values outside 

previously reported ranges for asymptomatic subjects9,26).   Alpha angles, head-neck 

offsets and 3D maximum deviations from a sphere were all significantly, and 
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substantially, different between the control and cam FAI femurs. Thus, we believe the 

two groups were sufficiently distinct.  Another limitation was that SSM was not applied 

to the acetabulum.  In our study, a few patients were treated for chondrolabral damage on 

the acetabulum, which may have been caused by acetabular deformities (i.e., mixed FAI). 

However, the primary diagnosis of the patients was cam-type FAI. Future research will 

include methods to simultaneously consider both the femoral and acetabular sides of the 

hip joint. Finally, it is possible that alignment errors between femoral reconstructions 

could affect SSM results. To reduce errors of this type, femoral reconstruction alignment 

was controlled using a strict relative RMS error stipulation and the generalized Procrustes 

algorithm was applied during optimization, which assisted in removing any residual, non-

shape information from the model.  

In conclusion, we have shown that SSM can be used to differentiate anatomical 

differences in the shape of proximal femur between cam FAI patients and control 

subjects. The methodologies described in the current study lay the groundwork for 

additional research studies as well as the deployment of SSM as a clinical tool. For 

example, because of its objectivity, SSM could be used to stage disease severity (e.g., 

assign z-scores), which would be particularly useful for patients who are symptomatic, 

but do not have obvious deformities. As a pre- or intraoperative surgical tool, SSM could 

be used to characterize the amount of bone that should be resected during surgery to 

restore normal appearance in shape.  Finally, SSM data could be used to identify novel 

anatomical variations between groups, which could in turn be used to develop more 

sensitive and specific measurements. It may be possible to modify our SSM approach to 
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output an average ‘normal’ and FAI radiograph that could be used as a template to 

efficiently diagnose patients. 
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Figure 5.1. Correspondence particle distribution on a control (top) and cam FAI (bottom) 
femur.  Particles (n=2048) were placed on each femur and optimally positioned to 
balance model compactness and accurate shape representation.   
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Figure 5.2. Mean control (left) and cam (right) shapes.  Middle images demonstrate how 
the mean cam shape differed relative to the mean control shape (shown).  Top and bottom 
rows show different rotations of the femoral head. 
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Figure 5.3. Cumulative shape variation captured in the 70 PCA modes when PCA was 
run for all femurs.  Ninety percent of the variation was captured in the first 12 modes. 
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Figure 5.4. Shape variation captured in the first 3 modes. PCA was run independently on 
the control and patient femur groups.  From the mean, shapes are shown at ± 2 SD shown 
for each group in each mode. Color plots indicate differences between various shapes and 
the means (shown).  Arrows qualitatively show areas of greatest variation captured by 
each mode. 
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Figure 5.5. Color plot of a single cam FAI femur (shown) and the amount it deviates from 
the average control femur. These plots could be used as guide for planning surgical 
debridement to relieve FAI. 



 

 

CHAPTER 6 

 

FINITE ELEMENT PREDICTION OF CARTILAGE CONTACT  

STRESSES IN NORMAL HUMAN HIPS1 

 

6.1 Abstract 

The objectives of this research were to determine cartilage contact stress during 

walking, stair climbing and descending stairs in a well-defined group of normal 

volunteers, and to assess variations in contact stress and area between subjects and across 

loading scenarios.  Ten volunteers without history of hip pain or disease, with normal 

lateral center-edge angle and acetabular index were selected.  Computed tomography 

imaging with contrast was performed on one hip.  Bone and cartilage surfaces were 

segmented from volumetric image data, and subject-specific finite element models were 

constructed and analyzed using a validated protocol.  Acetabular contact stress and area 

were determined for 7 activities.  Peak stress ranged from 7.52±2.11 MPa for heel-strike 

during walking (233% BW) to 8.66±3.01 MPa for heel-strike during descending stairs 

(261% BW).  Average contact area across all activities was 34% of the surface area of the 

acetabular cartilage.  The distribution of contact stress was highly nonuniform, and there 

was more variability between subjects for a given activity than between activities for a 

1Reprint of article: “Finite element prediction of cartilage contact stresses in normal 
human hips,” J Orthop Res. Harris MD, Anderson AE, Henak CR, Ellis BJ, Peters CL, 
Weiss JA. 2012;30(7):1133-1139. Reprinted with permission from John Wiley and Sons. 
License Number: 3012690834922. 
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single subject.  The magnitude and area of contact stress were consistent between 

activities, although there were interactivity shifts in contact pattern as the direction of 

loading changed.  Relatively small incongruencies between the femoral and acetabular 

cartilage had a large effect on the contact stresses.  These effects tended to persist across 

all simulated activities.  These results demonstrate the diversity and trends in cartilage 

contact stress in healthy hips during activities of daily living and provide a basis for 

future comparisons between normal and pathologic hips. 

 

6.2 Introduction 

Contact stresses in the human hip play an important role in maintaining joint 

health and pain-free ambulation.  Abnormal contact stresses are thought to be a primary 

cause of hip osteoarthritis (OA).1,2  While a number of factors contribute to the 

progression of OA, studies have suggested that bony abnormalities such as dysplasia and 

femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) accelerate the onset of the disease.3-7 

 Despite the importance of cartilage contact stresses to joint health, there is still 

disagreement in the literature regarding the normal magnitudes and distributions of 

contact stress in the healthy hip.  In vitro measurements of contact stress have used 

pressure-sensitive film or piezo-resistive sensors.8-10  It is difficult to quantify contact 

stress on the entire articulating surface with these techniques, and there is a limited range 

of stresses that can be measured.  In vivo experimental studies have used instrumented 

prostheses to measure equivalent joint reaction forces.11-14  These measurements only 

approximate the true cartilage stresses since one joint surface has been replaced with a 
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spherical implant. To date, there are no experimental methods available to assess hip 

contact stresses on a subject-specific basis.  

 Computational methods provide the means to predict hip joint cartilage mechanics 

for individual subjects.  Contact stresses in the hip have been predicted using both the 

discrete element analysis (DEA) technique15,16 and the finite element (FE) method.17-19  

These studies reported proof-of-concept and results of parametric studies, but simplifying 

assumptions and a lack of validation limited their ability to provide definitive 

measurements of the magnitude and distribution of contact stresses in normal hips. 

Experimental and computational reports on contact stresses in the hip have not 

incorporated clear exclusion criteria to define the “normal” hip.  In the clinic, 

radiographic measurements are used to define geometric abnormalities or cartilage 

degradation, while a detailed patient history can help to rule out preexisting pathologies.  

The objectives of this research were to determine cartilage contact stresses during 

walking, stair climbing and descending stairs in a well-defined group of normal 

volunteers, and to assess variations in contact stresses and areas between subjects and 

across loading scenarios.  This was accomplished by constructing and analyzing subject-

specific finite element models of the volunteers using a validated protocol.20 

 

6.3 Methods 

6.3.1 Subject Selection and CT Imaging 

Human volunteers were recruited to approximately match the age, weight, and 

body mass index (BMI) of patients with acetabular dysplasia commonly treated at our 

clinic.  An institutional review board approved this study, and informed consent was 
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received from sixteen volunteers (7 female, 9 male) with no history of hip pain or 

disease. 

 One hip from each subject was selected randomly to receive a CT arthrogram.  

The hip capsule was injected with ~20 ml of a diluted contrast agent (2:1 lidocaine to 

OMNIPAQUE® 350, GE Healthcare Inc, Princeton, NJ) under fluoroscopic guidance.  

Multidetector CT scans of the entire pelvis and both femurs were obtained within 10 

minutes of injection (120 kVp, 100-400 mAs, 512×512 matrix, 1.0 pitch, 300-400 mm 

FOV, 1.0 mm slice thickness) using a Siemens SOMATOM Definition CT Scanner.  

Joint traction was applied during the scan using a hare traction device to ensure that the 

contrast agent filled the joint space (Fig. 6.1a). 

The CT images were read by a senior radiologist and an orthopaedic surgeon.  

The inclusion criteria for the study required the hips to have a lateral center-edge angle 

between 25-40 degrees,21,22 acetabular index angle (acetabular inclination or Tonnis 

angle) between 0-10 degrees,23,24 qualitatively normal joint congruity, bone sphericity 

and cartilage morphology, and no signs of OA. CT images needed to show distribution of 

contrast sufficient to distinguish acetabular and femoral cartilage (Fig. 6.1a).  Based on 

these criteria, 6 subjects were excluded from the study.  For the remaining 10 subjects (5 

female, 5 male), the lateral center-edge angle was 33.5±5.4 degrees and acetabular index 

was 4.6±3.7 degrees.  Age, weight and BMI of the subjects were 26±4 years, 70.0±13.9 

kg and 23±3.8, respectively. 
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6.3.2 Surface Reconstruction, Mesh Generation and Constitutive Models 

Bone and cartilage surfaces were segmented from the CT image data using the 

Amira software (5.3, Visage Imaging, San Diego, CA) and previously validated threshold 

settings.25-27  CT images were up-sampled using a Lanczos filter kernel (1536×1536; 0.3 

mm thickness) to improve the resolution of the segmentation mask (Fig. 6.1a).  

Additional up-sampling did not change FE predictions appreciably. Reconstructed 

surfaces were decimated to reduce the number of polygons and smoothed with a low pass 

filter to remove segmentation artifacts. 

 Surfaces were discretized using hexahedral and triangular shell elements (Fig. 

6.1b, c).  Hexahedral meshes were constructed for the cartilage layers using TrueGrid 

(XYZ Scientific, Livermore, CA).  Cortical bone surfaces were discretized using shell 

elements.  Mesh densities were determined from mesh convergence studies.20  Trabecular 

bone was not included in the models, as it has little effect on predictions of contact 

stress.20  Tied and sliding contact algorithms based on the mortar method were used to 

define the cartilage-to-bone and cartilage-to-cartilage interfaces, respectively.28  

Frictionless contact was assumed for the cartilage-to-cartilage interface.  The friction 

coefficient between articulating cartilage surfaces is very low, on the order of 0.01-0.02 

in the presence of synovial fluid.29    Therefore, it is reasonable to neglect frictional shear 

stresses between contacting articular surfaces. 

Cartilage was modeled as a homogeneous, isotropic, nearly incompressible, neo-

Hookean hyperelastic material with shear modulus G = 13.6 MPa and bulk modulus K = 

1,359 MPa (ν = 0.495).20  Cortical bone was modeled as a homogeneous, isotropic 

material with elastic modulus E = 17 GPa and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.29.20 
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6.3.3 Model Positioning, Boundary Conditions and Loading 
 

Rigid node sets were created at the sacroiliac and pubis symphysis joints.  Motion 

was applied superiorly to the distal femur to load the femur/acetabulum contact interface.  

The femur was allowed to translate in the medial-lateral and anterior-posterior directions 

as it was displaced superiorly to facilitate seating of the femoral head in the acetabulum.  

To eliminate rigid body modes, motion along the medial-lateral and anterior-posterior 

directions was resisted by four orthogonal linear springs (k = 1 N/m) placed at the distal 

femur.  

Seven loading scenarios were used to simulate activities of daily living (Fig. 6.1d-

j).  First, neutral pelvic and femoral positions were established using anatomical 

landmarks.12  Next, the femur and pelvis were reoriented based on in vivo kinematic and 

kinetic hip joint data.11  Five of the loading scenarios corresponded to time points during 

the gait cycle: the peak of hip contact force following heel strike (WHS), the midpoint 

between heel strike and midstance (WHM), midstance (WMD), the midpoint between 

midstance and the late stance hip contact force peak (WML), and the late stance peak 

(WLS).  Peaks in force following heel strike were simulated for the activities of 

ascending stairs (AHS) and descending stairs (DHS).  A target hip contact force (HCF) 

for each activity was scaled to bodyweight (BW) according to Bergmann’s average 

subject – WHS (233% BW), WHM (215% BW), WMD (203% BW), WML (204% BW), 

WLS (205% BW), AHS (252% BW) and DHS (261% BW).  PreView was used for pre-

processing,30 NIKE3D (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory; Livermore, CA) was 

used for all FE analyses, and PostView31 was used to determine contact area and contact 

stresses for each subject and loading scenario. 
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6.3.4 Contact Areas and Stresses 
 
Contact area was calculated on the articulating surface of the acetabular cartilage 

as an absolute value and as a percentage of the total surface area.  Peak and average 

contact stresses within the contact area on the acetabular cartilage were calculated for all 

subjects and loading scenarios.  Average values of contact stress were mapped to a 

template mesh representing the acetabular cartilage.  The radius and surface area of the 

template mesh were chosen to match the mean values for the group of subjects. 

 

6.3.5 Statistical Analysis 

The acetabular cartilage was divided into anterior, superior and posterior 

regions.32  The nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis analysis of variance was used to test for 

significant differences in mean pressure between regions for each activity, and for 

differences between activities for each region.  Posthoc comparisons were performed 

using the Dunn test.  Significance was set at p≤0.05. Data are presented as mean ± SD 

unless noted. 

 

6.4 Results 

6.4.1 Contact Stress Distribution and Contact Area 

Contact stresses were highly nonuniform, and there was more variability in 

contact stress between subjects for a given activity than between activities for a single 

subject (Fig. 6.2).  Quantitatively, the standard deviation of peak contact stresses for a 

single subject (across all activities) was usually less than half of the standard deviation 

for any activity (across all subjects).  For example, the standard deviation of peak contact 
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stresses for subject #2 (across all activities) was 0.55 MPa, whereas the standard 

deviation of peak contact stress for the walking heel-strike activity (across all subjects) 

was 2.11 MPa. Differences in bone and cartilage geometry strongly affected the variation 

in contact patterns and location of peak contact stresses between the subjects.  As an 

example, the acetabulum of one subject exhibited a small cavity in the anterior-superior 

roof of the acetabulum, causing a discontinuity in the contact stresses on the articular 

surface (Fig. 6.3). Despite the variability between subjects, the differences in contact 

between activities roughly followed the change in the direction of the resultant joint 

reaction force.  Specifically, as the direction of loading changed from predominantly 

superior-posterior during ascending stairs to more superior during walking and superior-

anterior during descending stairs, the locations of contact moved similarly.  Similar 

shifting was seen within the stages of walking, although to a lesser extent. 

 Although the location of contact was different between activities, the magnitudes 

of the average contact areas on the acetabular cartilage were similar during each activity.  

The total acetabular cartilage surface area averaged 1,936±295 mm2, while the average 

area in contact across all activities was 657±43 mm2 (Fig. 6.4).  There was no significant 

difference in absolute contact area (p=0.593) or percent contact area (p=0.486) between 

activities. 

 

6.4.2 Peak and Average Contact Stresses 

The location of the peak stress tended to be similar for a particular subject across 

all activities (Fig. 6.2).  The magnitude of the peak stresses slightly increased as the joint 

reaction force increased between activities.  For instance, the peak stress was 7.52±2.11 
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MPa for WHS (233% BW) and increased to 8.53±2.61 and 8.66±3.01 MPa for AHS 

(252% BW) and DHS (261% BW).  Peak stresses for the other activities were 7.22±2.32, 

7.16±2.62, 7.15±2.54 and 7.11±2.50 MPa for WHM, WMD, WML, and WLS, 

respectively. 

 Average contact stresses were on the order of 1 MPa for all activities. 

Specifically, average contact stresses for WHS, WHM, WMD, WML, WLS, AHS, and 

DHS were 1.08±0.32, 0.99±0.27, 0.94±0.24, 0.94±0.23, 0.93±0.21, 1.18±0.27 and 

1.23±0.32 MPa, respectively. 

 

6.4.3 Regional Differences in Average Contact Stresses 

There were significant differences in the average contact stress between regions 

for most activities (Fig. 6.5).  For instance, differences were detected between the 

superior and posterior regions during WHS (p=0.04).  When the joint force was oriented 

more anteriorly during WHM, there were significant regional differences in contact stress 

between the anterior and posterior regions (p=0.04) and between the superior and 

posterior regions (p=0.01).  This trend continued through the remaining walking stages, 

including WLS (p=0.004 and p=0.006 for anterior versus posterior and superior versus 

posterior, respectively).  There were no significant differences in contact stress between 

the different regions during AHS.  However, contact stress in both the anterior and 

superior regions was significantly greater than those of the posterior region during DHS 

(p=0.004 and p=0.02, respectively). 

 For a given region, there were no significant differences in average stresses 

between any of the walking scenarios, with the exception of the posterior region, which 
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saw a significant increase in stresses between WHS and WLS (p=0.04). 

 

6.5 Discussion 

The objective of this study was to quantify the magnitude and distribution of 

cartilage contact stress in a well-defined group of healthy hips using a validated modeling 

protocol.  The major findings were that cartilage contact stress distribution varies 

considerably even among healthy subjects, but there were consistent trends in the 

magnitude and area of contact stresses.  Further, contact patterns changed significantly 

between loading activities.  Despite the fact that subjects were selected using clinically-

based criteria for normal, healthy hips, contact stress distribution was nonuniform in all 

cases, with greater variation between subjects than between loading scenarios (Fig. 6.2).   

This suggests that even in the healthy population, cartilage contact mechanics are unique 

to the individual.  It is postulated that the variability in contact mechanics is due to small 

differences in bone and cartilage morphology, an example of which is illustrated in 

Figure 6.3.  This conclusion is based upon the fact that identical boundary and loading 

conditions were applied to each model, leaving geometry as the primary variable between 

subjects.   

The nonuniform distribution of contact stress predicted in this study is supported 

by prior studies examining the effect of geometric assumptions on a computational 

model, as well as prior in vitro studies.  A previous computational study investigated how 

contact stresses were altered when femoral and acetabular geometry were changed from 

subject-specific to an ideal sphere.33  Models with ideal geometry had substantially 

reduced cartilage contact stresses and more uniform distributions of contact.  
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Furthermore, for spherical models, the magnitude and distribution of contact stresses did 

not appreciably change between loading scenarios, in contrast to the results of the current 

study.  Most computational studies that have used subject-specific geometry presented 

only proof-of-concept results, wherein only a single model was developed.17,34  One 

exception is a study that modeled contact pressures using the asymptomatic hips of 5 

patients with acetabular dysplasia and CT images from 1 cadaver.35  Only contact 

distributions for the cadaver-based model were described in detail, and the distributions 

were more uniform than those of the current study.  The differences may be due to the 

fact that the CT images in the previous study were collected from hip joints that were 

already in contact.  The added congruency due to initial contact, along with considerable 

smoothing during segmentation, may have resulted in more uniform contact during 

modeling.  Still, the range of peak contact pressures (4.53 to 7.05 MPa) in asymptomatic 

hips of the previous study reached the lower end of those observed in the current study.  

Multiple in vitro experiments have reported that cartilage contact stresses are irregular in 

the normal hip joint.8,10,14,20,36-38  In a study of hip joint congruity, considerable variation 

was found in the magnitude and joint space width.39  Likewise, another study found that 

incongruity strongly affected the distribution of contact and pressure, although there was 

no correlation between distribution of contact and subchondral bone density.38  This 

suggests that, in agreement with current results, surface geometry is the major 

determinant of cartilage contact stress distribution and magnitude. 

 While there was substantial variation in the spatial distribution of contact stress 

between subjects, peak and average contact stresses as well as contact areas were similar 

for each loading scenario.  The magnitude of peak contact stress averaged between 7 and 
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8 MPa for all activities.  This was despite a 58% bodyweight difference in applied joint 

contact forces between the highest and lowest loading activities.  These data suggest that 

although different hips distribute load differently, healthy joints distribute load in a way 

that maintains a fairly homeostatic maximum contact stress.  Average contact stresses (~1 

MPa) were considerably less than peak values, in agreement with other studies.14,36  

Direct comparison of values for contact stress with prior experimental studies is difficult 

because of differences in loading modalities and measurement techniques.  At midstance 

(203% BW load, 1.1° flexion, 8.4° abduction, 6.7° internal rotation), we predicted a peak 

stress of 7.16 ± 2.62 MPa.  This is in good agreement with values ranging from 6.72 to 

8.80 MPa found in vitro with joints in similar orientations.10,14,36  In fact, the range of 

peak contact stresses predicted in the present study corroborates many published 

values.8,38 

Even though the orientation of the femur and pelvis were changed to represent 

different loading scenarios, contact areas were consistent at 32% to 37% of the 

articulating surface area.  This suggests that despite variations in the distribution of 

stresses, healthy hips maintain a similar percentage of the cartilage surface in contact 

during different activities.  These interactivity similarities may be explained by specific 

morphologies of the acetabulum consistently being in contact with the articulating 

femoral head.  Two previous studies varied the orientation of the femur with respect to 

the acetabulum and found little effect on the pattern of contact stress.10,36  However, one 

of these studies did report a general shift in loading as orientation changed, in agreement 

with the current study.36 
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While there was considerable variation in the distribution of contact stress 

between subjects, some patterns were evident.  There was a shift in the spatial 

distribution of contact stress in correspondence with changing loading directions.  The 

acetabular regions that experienced the highest load support depended on the particular 

loading scenario (Fig. 6.4).  For example, the cartilage on the anterior acetabulum 

supported more load than the superior region during DHS, whereas the superior region 

supported more load than the anterior region during AHS.  These patterns indicate 

significant shifts in load bearing throughout the joint during different activities. 

  There are several limitations of this study that warrant discussion.  First, cartilage 

was assumed to be isotropic, nearly incompressible, and hyperelastic.   While cartilage is 

known to exhibit biphasic behavior, computational predictions of stress have been shown 

to be equivalent for biphasic and incompressible hyperelastic material models during 

instantaneous loading.40 Also, the constitutive assumptions in this study are consistent 

with an experimentally validated protocol.20  Furthermore, despite the material 

homogeneity used in this study, there are substantial differences in the predicted stress 

distributions between subjects.  This implies that the differences are due to the geometric 

variation in joint geometry between subjects.  Second, the FE models did not include the 

acetabular labrum.  The role of the labrum during load distribution has been debated.41,42 

A recent study found that the labrum supported less than 3% of the total load across the 

joint in healthy control subjects.43  Since CT image data were segmented semi-

automatically, there may be some observer-dependence in the resulting segmentations.  

The accuracy of the segmentation protocols has been evaluated for both bone and 

cartilage and found to produce errors less than 0.5 mm.25,26  With respect to this amount 
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of error and its effect on contact stresses, it is important to note that local changes in 

geometry are not likely to occur in a 0.5 mm distance along the articulating surface.  In 

other words, errors in segmentation are consistent and vary smoothly on a given surface.  

Thus, the subtle geometric differences suspected to cause individual contact stress 

magnitudes and distributions generally occur along the curvature of that surface over 

distances greater than 0.5 mm.  Finally, joint angles and contact forces used to drive the 

models were taken from the literature.11  Using generic values for specific models may 

have one of two effects: application of generic joint angles and forces could cause more 

uniformity in contact stress between subjects, or it could exacerbate the effects of 

individual geometry as the joints are loaded at what may not be the optimal orientations 

to effectively redistribute contact forces.  Nevertheless, boundary conditions were applied 

in the model to circumvent this effect (i.e., femur was allowed to translate in axial plane 

to find path of least resistance). 

The use of subject-specific geometry in a population of healthy individuals 

revealed considerable variation in distributions of contact stress and some similarities that 

can be expected in normal human hips.  The results presented herein can be used as a 

basis for comparing pathologic and healthy hips in the future. 
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Figure 6.1.  FE model creation and simulated loading scenarios. (a) CT section through 
center of proximal femur with contrast agent between opposing acetabular and femoral 
cartilage. Segmentation lines follow the contour of the pelvis and femur bone 
morphology.  (b) Three-dimensional reconstruction of cortical bone (off-white) and 
articular cartilage (blue).  (c) Lateral view of the FE model at the acetabulum shows 
triangular shell and hexahedral elements representing cortical bone and cartilage, 
respectively (d-j).  Orientation of femur and pelvis during simulated activities captured 
from an identical view of the yz-plane; with respect to these images, displacements were 
centered in the joint and directed vertically.   From left to right: WHS, WHM, WMD, 
WML, WLS, AHS, and DHS. 
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Figure 6.2.  Contact stresses on the acetabular cartilage for each subject during walking, ascending stairs and descending stairs.  Left is 
anterior.  Variations in the stresses were greater between subjects (columns) than between loading scenarios (rows).   
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Figure 6.3.  CT image and model predictions of cartilage contact stress for 1 subject, 
illustrating the effects of bony geometry. The small cavity located in the superior roof of 
the acetabulum (arrow, top panel) created a depression that is identifiable in the model 
before loading (arrow, middle panel) and when loaded (arrow, bottom panel).  This 
resulted in an area of relatively low contact stress at the corresponding location of 
contact. 
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Figure 6.4.  Contact area on the articulating surface of the acetabular cartilage as a 
function of activity.  Percentages represent the portion of the total articulating surface in 
contact. 
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Figure 6.5.  Average contact stress as a function of region and activity.  There were 
significant differences (shown with asterisk) between at least two regions for every 
activity, except AHS.  
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CHAPTER 7 

 

JOINT ANGLES, MOMENTS, MUSCLE FORCES, AND  

REACTION FORCES IN NORMAL AND  

DYSPLASTIC HIPS 

 

7.1 Abstract 

Orthopaedists focus on bony abnormalities and cartilage damage when evaluating 

the severity of acetabular dysplasia. Alterations to lower limb gait and hip muscle 

mechanics are rarely quantified, but may be of clinical importance by providing insight 

into the origins of pain and predisposition to osteoarthritis. The objectives of this study 

were to assess the feasibility of using an available musculoskeletal model to estimate 

muscle and joint forces at the hip and to compare hip joint kinematics and muscle forces 

between healthy control subjects and patients with acetabular dysplasia.  The modeling 

process was validated by comparing model-based muscle activations to in vivo 

electromyographical (EMG) signals for a healthy subject. Validation was also 

accomplished by comparing hip and knee joint angles and moments for the single subject 

to data reported in the literature for healthy subjects.  Next, force generation from 

muscles spanning the hip, as well as joint reaction forces at the hip were compared 

between 7 control subjects and 7 patients with acetabular dysplasia. Model-based 

estimations of activations compared well with EMG for most muscles. Joint kinematics 
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and moments were also consistent with data from the literature.  Few statistical 

significant differences existed between controls and dysplastic patients, but these data 

could still have clinical implications.  With refinement, the modeling strategies of the 

current study demonstrate potential to improve the diagnosis and treatment of acetabular 

dysplasia. 

 

7.2 Introduction 

Anatomical pathologies of the hip, such as acetabular dysplasia are a common 

cause of hip pain in the young adult.1,2  The shallow acetabulum of dysplastic hips fails to 

adequately cover and stabilize the femoral head, which can alter loading within the 

joint.3-5 Altered loading is thought to then cause tears and fraying of the acetabulum and 

focal cartilage lesions, which may predispose dysplasia patients to osteoarthritis.6-8 Some 

patients experience acute pain that results from traumatic labral tears.1  However, for 

most dysplasia patients pain is insidious, beginning as a minor irritation and becoming 

progressively more painful with time. Pain tends to originate in the buttock, groin, or 

lateral aspect of the hip and can be accompanied with mechanical symptoms such as 

catching, clicking, popping, and locking of the hip.1,9   

Diagnosis of acetabular dysplasia often focuses on radiographic and magnetic 

resonance (MR) evidence of abnormal geometry and/or labral tears.2,10,11  Radiographic 

angles such as the lateral center edge angle (LCEA) are used to determine the 

shallowness of the acetabulum.12,13  Radiographs can also be used to detect sclerotic 

changes to the acetabular rim or femoral head that may be indicative of abnormal loading 
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and early OA.14,15  MR images can be used to observe biological changes to the labrum 

and articular cartilage as damage occurs within the joint.16   

Current clinical evaluation of acetabular dysplasia is not focused on 

understanding the mechanics of hip musculature in dysplasia patients. Understandably, 

focus is upon correction of abnormal bony anatomy, which cannot be corrected with 

therapy or other nonsurgical methods.17,18  However, acetabular dysplasia is likely a 

complex pathomechanical disease that involves not only bony and soft-tissue damage 

within the joint, but also alterations to the musculature and ligaments surrounding the 

joint.19 For example, altered muscle forces may explain pain patients experience in the 

groin or buttocks. Likewise, in response to altered joint anatomy, patients may adapt their 

motion during activities of daily living to reduce pain or improve feelings of stability.     

Only a few studies have reported the kinematics and kinetics of patients with 

acetabular dysplasia during different activities. These studies have focused on joint 

angles and moments in dysplastic hips compared to the presumed healthy contralateral 

limb20, a control group20,21, or before and after corrective surgery.22-25 Results from these 

studies suggest that patients with acetabular dysplasia indeed have altered hip joint angles 

and moments.  However, there is no indication from these studies what, if any, muscular 

differences may be associated with these alterations.     

The lack of data about possible muscular differences between control subjects and 

dysplastic patients may be due to the inability to measure muscle forces in vivo.  To this 

end, musculoskeletal models may be applied to estimate muscle activations, muscle 

forces, and cumulative joint reaction forces.26 To do so, muscle models based on 

experimentally derived mechanical and geometric muscle features (e.g., maximum 
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isometric force, pennation angles, tendon slack lengths, etc.) are coupled with gait or 

other motion data collected in vivo.27,28 Assuming, a musculoskeletal model can be 

shown to feasibly predict muscle activation and force, observed differences in joint 

kinematics and kinetics may be interpreted in light of any differences noted in the muscle 

forces.  

The purpose of this study was to assess the feasibility of using a musculoskeletal 

model to estimate muscle and joint forces at the hip and to couple traditional gait analysis 

with musculoskeletal modeling to determine if differences in hip joint kinematics and 

muscle forces existed between healthy control subjects and patients with acetabular 

dysplasia. 

 

7.3 Methods 

7.3.1 Data Collection and Processing (Feasibility Study) 

Gait data were collected for a single female control volunteer.  First, retro-

reflective spherical markers were placed at bony landmarks of the pelvis, lower limbs, C7 

vertebrae, and the clavicles.29 Additional markers were placed so at least 3 markers were 

on the pelvis, femurs, shanks, and feet, making a total of 21 markers.  The subject then 

walked barefoot at a self-selected speed across a 10 meter runway. Three-dimensional 

marker trajectories were recorded using 10 near-infrared Vicon cameras (Vicon Motion 

Systems; Oxford, UK) at a capture rate of 100 Hz. Ground reaction forces were 

simultaneously recorded  at a rate of 1000 Hz using 4 AMTI forceplates concealed within 

the runway (Advanced Mechanical Technology Inc., Watertown, MA). 
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Electromyography (EMG) data of muscle activations were collected using a 10-

channel Motion Lab Systems system (Motion Lab Systems, Inc. Baton Rouge, LA).  The 

electrode-skin interface was cleared of hair and prepped with alcohol pads to reduce 

impedance and 5 surface electrode pairs were placed on each leg.  Specifically, electrodes 

were placed over the gluteus maximus, rectus femoris, hamstrings, proximal anterior 

tibialis, and gastrocnemius muscles.  EMG signals were recorded simultaneously with 

gait data at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz.   

Video and analog data were all captured using Vicon Nexus software (v1.7) then 

imported into Visual 3D software (v 4.96; C-Motion Inc., Germantown, MD) for 

processing.  Residual analysis was performed on marker and ground reaction force data 

to determine filtering cutoff frequencies that sufficiently eliminated noise without undue 

elimination of true signal.30  Low-pass Butterworth filters were then applied to the marker 

and ground reaction force data using cutoff frequencies of 6 Hz and 20 Hz, respectively.  

Foot strike and foot off events were identified, from which speed and stride length were 

calculated for each subject.  

A high-pass filter with cutoff frequency of 20 Hz31 and a root mean square 

window was passed over the data with a window size of 51 frames, which corresponded 

to a ~10 Hz low-pass-filter.32,33 EMG signals were then rectified and normalized to their 

respective maxima.  Finally, filtered marker, ground reaction force, and EMG data were 

exported from Visual 3D and converted using Matlab (r2010; MathWorks Inc., Natick, 

MA) to a format conducive to importation into the musculoskeletal modeling program, 

OpenSim.28  
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7.3.2 Musculoskeletal Modeling (Feasibility Study) 

In OpenSim, a virtual marker set matching the experimental markers was placed 

on a 23 degree-of-freedom (DOF), 96 actuator (80 muscles) model of the lower limbs, 

pelvis, torso, and head (Fig. 7.1).  The model was derived from a 23-DOF, 92 actuator 

model that has been used previously.32,34-36  For the current study, rectus abdominus and 

obturator externus muscles were added based a model by Shelburne et al.37-39  

The generic model was scaled to fit the live subject using anthropometrics 

recorded during gait collection and spatial relationships between virtual and experimental 

markers.  Next, joint angles were calculated using an inverse kinematics (IK) tool which 

minimized the error between experimental marker trajectories and virtual markers on the 

model.  Specifically, at each frame the model was placed in a pose in which virtual 

markers best matched experimental marker coordinates based on a weighted least squares 

problem that minimized the distance between experimental marker coordinates and 

corresponding virtual markers, subject to joint constraints.40  Greater weights were 

assigned to markers on prominent bony landmarks that were the least susceptible to skin 

and soft-tissue motion and subject-to-subject positional variation.  Flexion, adduction, 

and rotation angles were calculated at the hip joint; flexion angles were also calculated at 

the knees and ankles.  An inverse dynamics tool was used to calculate net joint moments 

from the joint kinematics and ground reaction forces.30  

To minimize dynamic inconstancies between ground reaction forces, joint 

moments and model kinematics that result from experimental factors (e.g., skin motion, 

noise), joint angle data (e.g., accelerations derived by differentiating angles), and 

modeling assumptions (e.g., inaccuracies in model geometry and mass distribution), a 
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residual reduction algorithm (RRA) was used.28 Briefly, RRA allowed for minor 

adjustments to the location of the torso center of mass, the mass of each individual 

segment, and the joint angles and translations calculated with inverse kinematics, to 

reduce residuals that result from inequalities between the external force applied to the 

subject (i.e., ground reaction force) and the cumulative force exerted by the body 

(calculated as the summed mass of each segment times their translational accelerations). 

Static optimization was used to calculate the muscle forces needed to reproduce 

joint moments during a full gait cycle.  Briefly, static optimization extended the inverse 

dynamics solution to resolve net joint moments into individual muscle contributions by 

minimizing the sum of squared muscle activations.  Although dynamic optimization tools 

are available that may incorporate more of the time-dependent behavior of muscles, static 

optimization has been found to be appropriate for studies of normal gait, as in the current 

study.41,42 

Finally, joint reaction forces (JRF) were calculated at the hip using an analysis 

tool in OpenSim.32  The joint reaction analysis tool reported the vector components of the 

summed contributions of all motion and forces in the model, including muscle and 

ground forces. 

 

7.3.3 Modeling Control Subjects and Dysplastic Patients 
 

Gait data were collected from 7 patients (5 female, 2 male) diagnosed with 

acetabular dysplasia with IRB approval (IRB #10983) and informed consent.  All patients 

had LCEA angles less than 20°, which is clinically indicative of a dysplastic 
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acetabulum.10,13  Patients also presented at the clinic with pain and, after collection of gait 

data, were treated with or scheduled for a corrective peri-acetabular osteotomy. 

Seven control subjects (5 female, 2 male) were also recruited as part of a larger 

study (IRB #10983).  The control subjects had no history of hip pain or dysfunction and 

were radiographically confirmed to not have signs of dysplasia. 

Gait data were collected for each subject.  A representative trial was identified 

during which the subjects stepped on the forceplates in a sequence that provided ground 

reaction force and marker data that met the necessary requirements stipulated for 

OpenSim models of the lower limb.  Joint angles, moments, and muscle forces were 

estimated for a complete gait cycle as describe above.  Analyses were performed on the 

affected side of the patients and a randomly chosen side of the controls. 

 

7.3.4 Analysis 
 

Normalized EMG signals were qualitatively compared to muscle activation 

estimations from the OpenSim models.  From the first female volunteer, a total of 7 gait 

cycles (foot strike to ipsilateral foot strike) from 7 different trials were compared.  

Muscle activations from OpenSim are reported on a scale from 0 to 1, with 1 representing 

maximum activation. Therefore, the EMG signals were normalized on a 0 to 1 scale.  

Residual forces during static optimization were reported as a percent of body weight 

during the modeled gait cycles. 

Average and standard deviation pelvis angles (tilt/list/rotation), hip joint angles 

(flexion/adduction/rotation), hip joint moments (flexion/adduction/rotation), knee joint 

angles (flexion), and knee moments (flexion) were calculated for the control and 
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dysplastic subjects across a full gait cycle. Angles were calculated in degrees; moments 

were divided by body mass for each individual. Time points during gait of average angle 

and moment maxima and minima were identified.  Then, maxima and minima for each 

subject near those time points were isolated, averaged, and compared between groups 

using a Students t-test.  An exception was made with respect to pelvic tilt, which had 

little variance during the entire gait cycle and no obvious maximum or minimum.  

Instead, pelvic tilt angles were average across the gait cycle for each subject; these 

averaged values were tested for significance between groups. 

Resultant JRFs were calculated at the hip for each subject and normalized to 

bodyweight (xBW).  Maximum JRFs during early and late stance were tested for 

statistical significance between control and patient groups.  Forces from the 21 muscles 

spanning the hip (represented by 33 actuators) were tested for significant differences 

between groups with a t-test at the times during early and late stance (~15% and ~50% of 

the gait cycle, respectively), when JRF maxima occurred for each individual.  

Significance for all tests was set at p ≤ 0.05.      

 

7.4 Results 

7.4.1 Feasibility and Validation 

Average and standard deviation residual forces and moments for the 7 trials of the 

feasibility model are shown in Figure 7.2.  Using RRA, residual forces were reduced to 

less than 0.05 xBW.  Similarly, residual moments were reduced to 0.4 Nm/kg.  Kinematic 

differences between IK and RRA were unappreciable (not shown), indicating that RRA 

did not substantially change joint angles or segment translations.  
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Qualitative agreement between EMG signals and model-based muscle activations 

appeared excellent for the hamstrings and gastrocnemius, good for the gluteus maximus, 

fair for the rectus femoris, and poor for the anterior tibialis (Fig. 7.3). 

 

7.4.2 Demographics, Joint Angles, and Moments 

 The average age, weight, and height of the controls and (patients) were 25 ± 4 

(26 ± 8) years, 71.4 ± 21.8 (66.7 ± 14.8) kg, and 1.73 ± 0.09 (1.70 ± 0.08) meters, 

respectively.  Average and standard deviation speeds were 1.19 ± 0.11 m/s for controls 

and 1.13 ± 0.13 m/s for patients, and were not significantly different between groups (p = 

0.5).  Stride lengths, normalized to subject height, were 0.75 ± 0.69 and 0.72 ± 0.04 for 

controls and patients, respectively, and were not significantly different (p = 0.4). 

Patients had more posterior pelvic tilt than controls, but the difference was not 

statistically significant (p = 0.12) (Fig. 7.4).  Patients had a reduced pelvic list toward the 

contralateral side during early stance and less external rotation throughout gait, compared 

to controls.  However, maximum and minimum pelvic list and rotation angles were not 

statistically significant between groups (p ≥ 0.06). 

Hip flexion range of motion was decreased for patients, but again, differences at 

local maxima and minima were not significantly different than those of controls (p ≥ 

0.09).  Likewise, average adduction and rotation angles indicated reduced range of 

motion in the patients, but not to the point of statistical significance (Fig 7.5).  

Significance was found at minimum adduction moment points, during which patients 

produced less of a negative adduction (i.e., abduction) moment (p = 0.03 for min1, 0.002 
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for min2).  Minimum external rotation moments were also significantly less for patients 

(p = 0.01) in mid- to late stance (~40% gait) (Fig. 7.5). 

Knee flexion angles were not significantly different between groups, but the knee 

flexion moment for the patients was significantly reduced during late stance (p = 0.009) 

(Fig. 7.6). 

 

7.4.3 Joint Reaction and Muscle Forces    

Resultant hip JRFs manifested a peak in early stance (~15% gait) during the 

initial loading response, and a second peak during late stance (~50% gait) (Fig. 7.7).  

Average JRFs for controls at the first peak were 3.56 ± 0.54 xBW, and were significantly 

greater than the 2.92 ± 0.34 xBW experienced by the dysplastic hips (p = 0.02).  At the 

second JRF peak, controls’ JRFs were 3.91 ± 0.41 xBW compared to 3.71 ± 0.63 xBW 

for patients, and were not significantly different (p = 0.5). 

Average and standard deviation hip muscle forces at the two JRF peaks are shown 

in Table 7.1.  Gluteus medius was the major contributor to the first peak JRF, with 

support also from gluteus maximus, gluteus minimus, semimembranosus, the long head 

of biceps femoris, and gemellus.  Rectus femoris generated 0.09 to 0.12 xBW of force at 

the first JRF peak, although contributions were likely more toward knee extension.  All 

other muscles made only minor contributions (0.06 xBW or less) to the first JRF peak.  

Major contributions to the second JRF peak came from gluteus medius, psoas, iliacus, 

rectus femoris, and gluteus minimus.  Iliacus and psoas generated more force in control 

subjects than in patients, whereas rectus femoris generated more force in the patients.  

Rectus femoris force differences were not statistically significant, although p = 0.06 at 
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the second peak.  Statistically significant differences were found only for gluteus 

minimus and tensor fasciae latae (p = 0.03 and 0.01, respectively).  Forces from 

contributing muscles during an entire gait cycle are shown for a representative control 

and dysplastic patient in Figure 7.8.     

        

7.5 Discussion 

The objectives of this study were to assess the feasibility of using an available 

musculoskeletal model to estimate muscle and joint forces at the hip and to compare hip 

joint kinematics and muscle forces between healthy control subjects and those with 

acetabular dysplasia.  Dynamic consistency between joint angles and translation with 

ground reaction forces and moments was established with only very minor residual 

forces, using the residual reduction algorithm. Estimations of activations, forces, joint 

angles and moments compared well with EMG for most muscles and with literature 

reports of hip kinematics.  There were few statistical differences between controls and 

dysplastic patients, but differences that did exist may have important clinical 

implications, as discussed below.    

It is not possible to eliminate experimental or modeling errors that occur during 

data collection or construction of a musculoskeletal model.  As a result, when performing 

simulations of gait, residual forces and moments exist to establish dynamic consistency 

between the model coordinates (joint angles and translations), ground reaction forces and 

moments.  If these residuals are left unbounded, their contribution to the model can be 

very high, leaving estimations of forces for other actuators (i.e., muscles) lower than may 

be realistic.  Use of RRA in the current study reduced contributions of peak residual 
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forces and moments to ~0.04 xBW and 0.4 Nm/kg, respectively.  Averaged across the 

entire gait cycle, residuals were nearly zero and had only minor contributions to overall 

model forces.  Consequently, estimations of muscle and joint reaction forces at the hip 

were largely unaffected by residual forces.  Also, use of RRA was not at the expense of 

large changes to model kinematics, as joint angles from IK were not appreciably different 

from joint angles post-RRA. 

OpenSim-based estimations of muscle activations showed qualitative agreement 

with EMG signals for most of the muscles measured.  Specifically, agreement was good 

with respect to timing and magnitude for the hamstrings, gastrocnemius, and gluteus 

maximus muscles.  Activation of the rectus femoris seemed to be underestimated in early 

stance (through ~30% gait) and again during swing (after ~60% gait). The lack of rectus 

femoris activation in the model may be due to simplification of the degrees of freedom 

for the knee joint (i.e., flexion only).  The major functions of the rectus femoris are hip 

flexion and knee extension, but it also likely serves to stabilize knee rotation in more than 

the sagittal plane, which would lead to more in vivo firing than was predicted by the 

simplified model.  Alternatively, there may have been cross-talk in the EMG signal from 

other quadriceps muscles, which would have exaggerated the duration and amplitude of 

EMG-based rectus femoris activation.  

Model-based and EMG activation differences were greatest for the anterior 

tibialis.  The cause of this may have been simplification of the ankle and foot as well as 

geometric representation of the anterior tibialis and the tibia.  Common marker schemes 

for the foot, including that of this study, place markers at the heel and toe.29  Thus, the 

entire foot is considered to be a rigid body and flexion at the forefoot is not captured.  
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While forefoot flexion is likely minor in healthy adults, it may contribute to activation of 

the anterior tibialis, which could explain differences between activations in the model and 

those recorded with EMG.  Redefinition of the muscle path of the anterior tibialis and the 

bony geometry of the tibia may also improve agreement between EMG and model 

activation.43  Regardless, the major role of the anterior tibialis is flexion of the foot 

during swing, so underestimation of its activation was unlikely to have a strong impact on 

predicted forces at the hip. 

Kinematics and kinetics, as calculated with OpenSim, were in agreement with 

literature reports for control subjects.  Specifically, speed and stride length, as well as 

pelvis, knee and hip angles fell within ranges previously reported for healthy 

individuals.35,44-46  These results provide confidence for the marker weights and inverse 

kinematics optimization used, as well as the selection of this cohort as representative 

healthy adult subjects.  Muscle force magnitudes can be found primarily from other 

modeling studies, as muscle forces cannot be measured in vivo.  For muscles spanning 

the hip, forces in the current study were comparable to estimates from other models, for 

the gluteus maximus, gluteus medius, gluteus minimus26,47 and rectus femoris.46  Iliacus 

and psoas were major contributors to hip joint reaction forces in late stance when the 

subjects were moving to push off the foot and flex the hip.  Few studies have reported 

iliacus and psoas forces, which may be due to the difficulty in obtaining EMG signals for 

these deep muscles.  However, the large forces from iliacus and psoas, in the range of 1 

xBW agree with data presented by Pandy and Andriacchi.26  

Finally, hip joint reaction forces for control subjects peaked during the loading 

response after heel strike at approximately 3.5 xBW and during late stance at 3.9 xBW.  
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These estimations fall within the upper range of JRFs determined in vivo with 

telemeterized implants, which generally have peaks from 2.5 to 4.0 xBW during gait.48,49  

Although higher than in vivo reports, JRFs from the current study compare well with 

previous modeling studies.50-52  One explanation for differences in forces between 

telemeterized implants and model-derived estimates may be with regards to the type of 

subjects for which data was collected and processed.  For instance, subjects studied by 

Bergmann et al. ranged in age from 50 to 71 years and received a total hip arthroplasty 

for treatment of end-stage OA with a telemeterized implant.53 It is likely that the 

musculature of older subjects with end-stage OA had weakened and may not generate 

forces to the same level of younger subjects.  Likewise, implantation inherently disrupts 

and may weaken the musculature.  As a whole, it is understandable that JRFs for the 

older population with end-stage OA would be less than younger subjects who are still 

active. 

When control subjects were compared to the dysplastic patients, few statistically 

significant differences were found. A number of factors may explain the lack of 

differences between groups, including the setup of the forceplates in this study, the 

activity examined (normal walking), and limitations to the model. .   

The modeling procedure in OpenSim currently requires ground reaction forces  of 

approximately 0.5 to 0.75 xBW from the contralateral limb, prior to modeling a gait cycle 

for the limb of interest.  These forces stabilize the model during initialization of RRA and 

static optimization.  However, meeting these requirements can be a challenge with a 

limited number of force plates and restrictions to the size of the capture volume.  

Forceplate layout in the current study allowed subject trials to be modeled only if they hit 
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a specific forceplate sequence, which may have resulted in similar step lengths for 

controls and patients during the trials that could be modeled.  In turn, this could have led 

to joint angles for each group that were more similar than if trials could be captured 

without forceplate restriction.   

Very recently, an instrumented treadmill was purchased using NIH grant funding 

and installed in the University of Utah Motion Capture Core Facility. The instrumented 

treadmill has separate forceplates and treads for each foot. The setup allows continuous 

capture of ground reaction forces. With continuous and controlled gait speed, the subject 

can find a natural stride length. The instrumented treadmill would alleviate issues related 

to the setup of the forceplates in the current study, and, in the future, could help to 

elucidate subtle differences in gait patterns between subject groups.  

Patients with dysplasia may not demonstrate atypical gait when walking, which 

may also explain the lack of differences in kinematics and muscle forces between subject 

groups in this study. Normal walking is an energy efficient activity where the hip is not 

rotated into extreme ranges of motion. Patients in our study mentioned that they did not 

fatigue when walking short walking distances, such as those captured in the current 

study. Further, patients knew they were being observed during gait data collection and 

may have tried to conceal any discomfort and consciously maintain a normal appearing 

gait.  Future studies should collect kinematic data during motions that may be more 

difficult to perform for patients with dysplasia, such as squatting, jogging, or climbing 

stairs; these activities are more likely to alter muscle activations and forces in patients 

with dysplasia. 
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Although there were few statistical differences between controls and patients 

during gait, those that were detected may be clinically meaningful.  First, patients had 

more posterior pelvis tilt than controls throughout the gait cycle.  The difference in pelvic 

tilt was enough evident during data collection that markers on the pelvis of patients were 

routinely double checked for correct placement. The posterior rotation of the pelvis by 

dysplastic patients may be a subconscious compensatory mechanism to shift their center 

of mass and stabilize the joint during walking.  If so, this would be a difficult adjustment 

to consciously correct during observation and is likely a true artifact of the dysplastic hip.   

More posterior tilt may have also contributed to the higher rectus femoris forces 

and knee moments in patients. Although not statistically different between groups, 

average muscle forces of the rectus femoris were 0.25 xBW greater in patients compared 

to controls. Rectus femoris originates just above the acetabulum at the anterior inferior 

iliac spine and the ilium and spans not only the hip but also the knee, and plays a major 

role in bending at each joint.54  The effect of increased posterior pelvic tilt across the long 

trajectory of rectus femoris could reasonably cause an increase in required muscle force 

contribution to hip flexion and knee extension.  Increased rectus femoris forces may then 

have lessened the required contributions from iliacus and psoas, which tended to be lower 

in patients than in controls during late stance.  It is possible that increased rectus femoris 

forces contribute to clinically noted avulsions of that muscle concomitant with labral 

tears, and is worthy to pursue in future studies.55        

Statistical differences did exist at the first JRF peak, where controls experienced 

JRFs that were significantly higher than those of the patients.  The greater JRFs in 

controls did not correspond to higher forces from any single muscle.  Instead, there was a 
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general, distributed decrease in hip muscle forces in the patient group.  Because dysplasia 

patients may have become accustomed to feelings of joint instability and discomfort, and 

despite efforts to maintain a normal gait, they may adapt their gait to yield a slightly 

lower ground reaction force than normal.  The reduced hip flexion just before and at foot 

strike in the patient group supports a possible reduction in ground reaction force to reduce 

instability. 

Finally, results suggested possible hip abductor weakness or avoidance in the 

patients compared to the control subjects.  This was evidenced by reduced adduction and 

external rotation moments at the hip and statistically significant reductions in tensor 

fasciae latae and gluteus minimus forces at the second JRF peak.  One study has reported 

tensor fasciae latae weakness in a group of subjects with pathologic hip anatomy (i.e., 

patients with femoroacetabular impingement) and the same may hold true for the 

anatomical alterations seen in acetabular dysplasia patients.56  Regardless, if dysplastic 

patients do have weak abductors, this may be an important consideration when planning 

periacetabular osteotomy surgery to correct global deficiency in coverage, as some 

techniques have been associated with prolonged abductor weakness.57  Further 

weakening of already weak muscle groups following surgery could make recovery 

challenging for patients and may endanger their ability to recoup muscle function. 

Some of the limitations of this study have already been discussed, but a general 

limitation of this type of musculoskeletal modeling deserves further attention.  The 

modeling techniques used in this study can only identify muscle force differences 

secondary to differences in movement patterns between controls and patients.  Also, 

because the joint is represented as an ideal ball and socket joint, it does not represent the 
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true geometry of dysplastic patients and cannot estimate more subtle mechanical 

differences that result from geometric abnormalities.  For example the shallow 

acetabulum of the dysplastic joint may lateralize the center of rotation and change 

moment arms of the surrounding muscles.58  Also, the center of rotation may not be 

stationary within the hip, especially in the aspherical joints of dysplastic patients.  Prior 

theoretical work has shown that changes to hip geometry affect predictions of joint 

forces.59  Thus, muscle force estimations using this musculoskeletal model are likely 

good estimates of general force distribution and summed joint reaction forces, but there 

may be subtle differences in joint loading due to abnormal geometry that cannot be 

detected.  Work is underway to incorporate subject-specific geometry into OpenSim 

models and determine the sensitivity of models to changes bony geometry, muscle paths, 

and definition of the hip joint center (see NIH R21AR063844).60 

A final limitation of note is the inherent difficulty in capturing precise hip joint 

motion with skin markers.  Although skin markers are the most common tool used during 

gait analysis, they do have recognized errors due to skin motion over underlying bone, 

and the presence of soft-tissue that prohibits markers from being placed directly on bony 

landmarks.61 Capturing subtle hip motion differences can be especially challenging at the 

hip because the joint is deep within the thigh, where marker errors can cause errors in 

definition of the hip joint to be as high as 30 mm.62  Therefore, skin marker errors may 

have obscured differences between the control and dysplastic groups in the current study.  

In the aforementioned NIH R21, 3D dual fluoroscopy will be used to measure in vivo hip 

joint kinematics with submillimeter accuracy. These kinematics may yield differences in 

muscle forces between groups.62,63     
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Results from this preliminary study of kinematics and muscle forces in control 

subjects and patients with acetabular dysplasia are promising.  The applied model is 

feasible for the study of gait and similar activities and has demonstrated the ability to 

detect differences between healthy and pathomorphologic conditions.  Future use of 

subject-specific kinematics and inclusion of subject-specific geometry may improve 

model predictions, which may better delineate subtle differences between groups. 

Activities that are difficult for dysplasia patients should be examined.  Further tests of 

model feasibility may be completed by applying muscle activations using the current 

techniques to drive forward dynamic simulations and verify that resulting kinematics 

match those originally collected in the laboratory.64 In conclusion, with refinement, the 

modeling strategies of the current study could improve our biomechanical understanding 

of this multifaceted pathology.    
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Figure 7.1 Frontal and sagittal view of unscaled OpenSim musculoskeletal model.  Model 
used in the current study had 23 degrees of freedom and 96 muscle actuators.  
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Figure 7.2. Residual forces and moments, after RRA, averaged across 7 trials for 1 
subject. Vertical bars are standard deviations.  
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Figure 7.3. Rectified and normalized EMG signals (green) compared to OpenSim 
predictions of muscle activations (black).  EMG and OpenSim signals were averaged 
across 7 trials; vertical bars show standard deviations. 
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Figure 7.4. Average pelvis angles for control and dysplastic subjects.  Dotted vertical 
lines show approximate maxima and minima used for statistical comparisons.  
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Figure 7.5. Average hip angles and moments for controls and dysplastic patients. 
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Figure 7.6. Knee flexion angles and moments for control and dysplastic subjects. 
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Figure 7.7.  Average joint reaction forces at the hip for control and dysplastic subjects.  
Vertical bars indicate standard deviations. 
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Table 7.1 Average ± standard deviation forces generated by muscles spanning the hip 
during peaks JRF times.  Function abbreviations: abd = abduct thigh, add = adduct thigh, 
ext = extend thigh, flex = flex thigh, inrot = internally rotate thigh, exrot = externally 
rotate thigh.  Functions shown in order of strength of contribution to a given movement.  
Forces are xBW. Significance differences (p ≤ 0.05) are shaded. 
 
  JRF Peak 1 JRF Peak 2 

Muscle Function Controls Patients Controls Patients 
Tensor fasciae 

latae abd/flex 0.06±0.04 0.05±0.05 0.11±0.02 0.08±0.02 

Gluteus medius 
abd/inrot/ 

flex/ 
exrot/ext 

1.46±0.32 1.20±0.33 1.04±0.20 0.86±0.18 

Gluteus minimus abd/inrot 
/exrot 0.26±0.04 0.22±0.07 0.27±0.04 0.21±0.05 

Gluteus maximus ext/exrot 0.52±0.24 0.36±0.14 0.02±0.02 0.01±0.01 
Semimembrano-

sus ext/add 0.19±0.11 0.14±0.12 0.005±0.0
1 <0.001 

Semitendinosus ext/add 0.03±0.02 0.02±0.02 <0.001 <0.001 
Biceps Femoris 

(long head) ext/add 0.13±0.09 0.11±0.10 <0.001 <0.001 

Biceps Femoris 
(short head) 

knee 
flex/ext 0.001±0.001 0.001±0.001 0.17±0.05 0.12±0.05 

Sartorius flex/abd 0.005±0.01 0.004±0.006 0.04±0.01 0.03±0.01 
Iliacus flex/inrot 0.01±0.03 <0.001 0.72±0.28 0.59±0.25 
Psoas flex/inrot 0.03±0.08 <0.001 0.78±0.30 0.64±0.26 

Rectus Femoris flex/knee 
ext 0.12±0.20 0.09±0.12 0.50±0.16 0.74±0.32 

Pectineus flex/add <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Piriformis exrot/abd 0.002±0.004 0.002±0.002 <0.001 0.001±0.0
01 

Obturator 
externus exrot 0.001±0.001 0.001±0.002 <0.001 <0.001 

Gracilis add/flex <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 
Adductor longus add/flex <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 
Adductor brevis add/flex <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Adductor magnus add/ext 0.007±0.01 0.01±0.01 <0.001 <0.001 
Quadratus 

femoris exrot 0.002±0.006 0.002±0.004 <0.001 <0.001 

Gemellus exrot 0.12±0.06 0.07±0.04 0.02±0.02 0.02±0.02 
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Figure 7.8.  Muscle forces from a representative control subject (top) and a dysplastic 
patient (bottom). 
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CHAPTER 8 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

8.1 Summary and Impact 

The objectives of this dissertation were (1) to quantify anatomical deformities in 

hips with FAI and (2) improve our understanding of intra-articular and whole joint 

mechanics in healthy and dysplastic hips.  

 

8.1.1 Objective 1  

Assumptions persist that a healthy femoral head is spherical. However, data 

presented in Chapter 3 demonstrated that femurs without any apparent geometric 

abnormalities protrude above a best-fit sphere by approximately 2.5 mm. Femurs in 

patients with cam FAI have protrusions roughly twice that size. While this latter result is 

to be expected, until now a quantified description of 3D deviations from ideal shapes in 

cam-type femurs relative to their normal counterparts has not been presented.   

The sphere (for 3D surfaces) and circle (for 2D radiographs) will likely continue 

to serve as a simple comparator when diagnosing cam FAI. However, it is important to 

account for those deviations that can be expected in healthy populations when diagnosing 

cam type FAI. This is especially important when using spherical or circular templates to 

make surgical decisions.   
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Chapter 3 also provided information about the characteristic features of bony 

protrusions in control and cam FAI femurs.  Control subjects were found to have larger 

(in area) but flatter (as determined by maximum deviation) protrusions. In contrast, FAI 

patients had smaller, but more prominent, bumps. It may contribute to damage within the 

joint.  As 3D reconstructions become more available to clinics, the tools and results from 

Chapter 3 can be used to supplement conventional diagnostic tools and provide complete 

information about the size, shape, and location of cam deformities. 

Choosing the correct radiographic projection and screening protocol is important 

for properly identifying bony deformities associated with cam FAI in a timely manner, 

and without undue cost to patients.  In Chapter 4, a systematic and objective method was 

employed to determine which common radiographic projection or radial CT view of the 

hip may be best suited for detecting cam lesions.  Alpha angles measured from the 45° 

Dunn view with external rotation were found to be strongly correlated to maximum 

deviation from a sphere.  It was interesting to note that the anteroposterior view had the 

weakest correlation; this view is the most common to initially screen the hip for 

deformities such as cam FAI.  

During the completion of Chapter 4, and as suggested in the study conclusions, 

two other important considerations came to light that may be important for improving the 

diagnosis of cam FAI.  First, there should be clear communication between surgeons and 

radiologists or radiology technicians, with respect to patient positioning during x-ray.  

For example, literature descriptions of the 45° Dunn view stipulate a specific orientation 

of the femur.  However, we found that with the femur held strictly in the prescribed 

position, correlations to 3D asphericity were relatively weak.  Also, images in many 
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studies, claiming to use the 45° Dunn view, did not match images held strictly to the 

prescribed 45° Dunn definition.1,2  Instead, the images were more similar to ours when 

we applied external rotation to the femur.  Furthermore, from conversations with 

physicians and technicians from two institutions, we found differences in how individuals 

were trained to position patients for the different radiographic views. We also found that 

protocols were often modified ad hoc to accommodate patients or facilitate faster 

acquisition of radiographs.  General adjustments of screening protocols are not 

discouraged, but we recommend that practitioners standardize radiographic exams to 

avoid positioning errors.  Finally, for clinics equipped to use radial CT or MRI, there may 

be the temptation to limit analysis to only one or two slices in anterior or anterosuperior 

region of the head.3,4  While Chapter 3 confirms that this region does contain the majority 

of bony abnormalities, Chapter 4 demonstrated that not all radial slices in this region 

strongly correlate to maximum asphericity and, therefore, run the risk of misidentifying a 

cam lesion. Ultimately, the goal of screening is to improve diagnoses and patient care; 

Chapters 3 and 4 furthered that goal for cam FAI patients. 

Chapters 3 and 4 furthered our understanding of hip pathomorphology in cam FAI 

patients. However, the spectrum of pathomorphologies related to cam FAI is still not 

fully understood  Chapter 5 demonstrated that statistical shape modeling (SSM) can 

describe variations in femoral morphology in both controls and cam FAI patients and 

may be useful for developing new measurements of pathological anatomy.  SSM allows 

the entire proximal femur to be analyzed, and objectively identifies anatomical 

differences between control subjects and patients, as well as differences among femurs 

within a group.  Some differences, such as variation in the height of the greater trochanter 
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have not received attention from current clinical screening analyses, but may prove to be 

an important concomitant factor in FAI patients.  As discussed later, application of SSM 

to the entire hip joint may elucidate additional important morphological features that are 

characteristic of pathologies but are undetectable with radiographs.  Also, the SSM 

protocol developed for Chapter 5, is easily adaptable to morphological analyses of other 

joints.  For instance, methods from Chapter 5 are currently being employed to 

characterize shape variation in the shaft of the humerus to improve endoprosthesis 

design, and to the shoulder to study scapular and humeral head shape with respect to 

scapular notching and implant design.   

 

8.1.2 Objective 2 

To meet the second goal of this dissertation, finite element (FE) models were used 

to study articular cartilage contact stresses.  The FE models followed validation 

protocols, which remain the most solidly established techniques for accurate contact 

stress predictions.  Quantification of cartilage contact mechanics in ten normally shaped 

hips from live subjects was a necessary step to further our knowledge of abnormal 

mechanics in FAI and dysplasia patients.  Small variations in the surface anatomy of 

bone and cartilage within healthy hips were shown to produce, non-uniform and 

individualized stress distributions.  Thus, the need for subject-specific geometry when 

constructing contact models of the hip was reemphasized.5  Also, despite subject-specific 

distributions of cartilage stresses, data still demonstrated trends in contact area and stress 

magnitude that are characteristic of healthy hips.  For example, peak contact stresses 

were within a narrow range of approximately 7 to 9 MPa during the simulated activities, 
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and contact areas were consistently near 34%.  Likewise, shifts in contact stress pattern 

were common between activities.  Therefore, the results of Chapter 6 serve as a valuable 

resource for ongoing and future studies devoted to predicting cartilage contact mechanics 

in dysplastic hips and FAI patients.  Also, CT images collected for Chapter 6 have been 

made available to the public via download at no charge.  It can be difficult for institutions 

to acquire IRB approval to image healthy individuals using CT. Therefore, it is hoped 

that these images will be downloaded frequently to serve other investigators who may be 

interested in quantifying hip anatomy and cartilage contact mechanics.  

Finally, Chapter 7 offered preliminary data with regards to kinematic and kinetic 

differences in whole joint mechanics between healthy and pathologic hips.  Few studies 

have utilized musculoskeletal modeling to quantify hip muscle and joint reaction forces.  

Validation of musculoskeletal models is difficult.6   Nevertheless, the models in Chapter 

7 showed good agreement with EMG activation signals for most muscles; joint angles 

and moments were also within ranges expected for healthy subjects.  As discussed later, 

models of hip joint muscle mechanics require additional refinement.  Still the preliminary 

results of Chapter 7 demonstrate the feasibility of using musculoskeletal modeling to 

study dysplasia and FAI, and suggest differences may exist in muscle recruitment and 

force generation between pathologic and healthy hips. 

           

8.2 Limitations and Future Work 

Limitations of each study are described within their respective chapters, but some 

limitations of this dissertation are uniform to the work and motivate future work. 
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First, CT images were used for most studies in this dissertation.  Consequently, 

subjects were exposed to ionizing radiation. The one time radiation dose for the hip CT 

was 0.969 rem, which is ~20% of the allowable exposure for employees who utilize 

radiation as part of their employment (FDA Title 21 CFR Part 361).  This exposure is the 

same as that imparted during standard of care CT exams.  However, during the course of 

diagnosis and treatment, patients likely received additional exposure from radiographs.  

MR imaging may be an attractive alternative, as it does not require radiation exposure.  

MRI is becoming increasingly common for the screening of dysplasia and FAI, but most 

protocols utilize 2D MRI sequences that are insufficient for generating the type of 

reconstructions used in this dissertation.7 Our group is currently investigating 3D MRI 

sequences with Brigham Young University.8 It is hoped that the MRI protocol will result 

in similar image resolutions and differentiation of bone/cartilage as that obtained with CT 

arthrography.   

As stated in the individual chapters, the techniques and procedures developed to 

quantify 3D anatomy were applied only to the femur.  The femur is a major focus in cases 

of cam FAI.  However, FAI and dysplasia are complicated diseases involving multiple 

structures, including the pelvis.  Chapter 5 served as preliminary data to obtain federal 

funding which will be used, in part, to apply SSM techniques to study both the 

acetabulum and the femur in large cohorts of FAI and dysplasia patients.  The proposed 

work may offer valuable information with respect to positioning of geometric 

abnormalities on the acetabulum versus the femur.  SSM may also be used to study cam-

like femurs in patients with acetabular dysplasia, which represent a subset of cases that 

are poorly understood and for which no clear treatment strategy is known.9  As 
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mentioned, the SSM methods developed in this dissertation are being applied to the 

shoulder and humerus. These examples represent a small sample of orthopaedic 

pathologies related to shape deformity for which SSM may be beneficially applied.      

A third limitation of this dissertation can be found in the use of literature-based 

joint angles and loading conditions in the FE study of cartilage contact stresses.10  In the 

future, loading conditions could be refined by applying the joint angles and joint reaction 

forces predicted with musculoskeletal models, as discussed in Chapter 7.  However, a 

more precise method for capturing intra-articular joint motion may be necessary. Our 

group is currently developing methods to use high-speed dual fluoroscopy.  Dual 

fluoroscopy systems are increasingly popular and allow in vivo recording of 3D joint 

motion without interference from skin and other soft tissue.11,12  Joint angles from 

fluoroscopy, captured for the hip joint, may be coupled with marker based motions and 

ground reaction forces for the remaining lower limb. These data could then be used to 

drive the musculoskeletal models and provide refined JRF estimations. In fact, our group 

will investigate the use of dual-fluoroscopy and marker-based motion tracking to drive 

musculoskeletal models as an NIH R21 grant.   The work highlighted in this dissertation 

served as important preliminary data to garner NIH funding.  

Even with accurate joint kinematics, current musculoskeletal models are limited 

in their representation of joint geometry.  For example, in OpenSim the hip is idealized as 

a perfect ball and socket.  Such simplifying assumptions have an unknown effect on the 

accuracy of estimations of muscle forces and joint reaction forces, especially in 

pathologic hips.  To address this problem there is increasing attention to the manner in 

which joints are represented at different scales, or levels, of the continuum.13  In addition 
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to incorporating accurate joint kinematics from dual-fluoroscopy, the NIH R21 discussed 

above will systematically quantify the sensitivity of musculoskeletal models to changes 

in joint geometry (i.e., generic versus subject-specific) and muscle attachments and paths 

(as derived from MR images).14,15 Results from the musculoskeletal models will then be 

used to drive FE models and determine their inherent sensitivity to parameter input. 

Another feasible approach to addressing the problem of inconsistent representations of 

the hip joint is, to integrate muscle representations into the FE model, and run all 

simulations from a single framework – a current pursuit of this and other institutions.16,17   

Integrating different modeling technologies may provide more subject-specific 

descriptions of joint mechanics.  However, to be clinically useful, results need to be 

delivered quickly and in a form that is easy to interpret.  Indeed, this is a continuing 

challenge with FE models, which can take 100+ man-hours per subject from development 

to final analysis.  Integrated musculoskeletal and FE packages are also likely to be time 

consuming.    The methods described in this dissertation make considerable contributions 

to making morphological analyses systematic, straight forward, and provide information 

that can be easily used clinically for diagnostics and surgical planning.  However, even 

morphology studies require time to reconstruct joint geometry, compare to ideal shapes, 

or run statistical shape models. To this end, one aim of the federally funded SSM project 

is to develop a shape modeling protocol that can quickly and easily incorporate femur or 

acetabular reconstructions from individual patients and rapidly return a modified shape 

analysis that describes how the individual’s geometry varies compared to a large database 

of control and pathologic femurs.  A framework is also being developed to seamlessly 

integrate results from SSM with finite element meshing and analysis software.  Coupling 
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these tools will enable fast, robust, and flexible means to analyze the shape and 

mechanics of target hip pathologies.    
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